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Editor‘s Letter

Editor’s Letter
This issue of the Nordic Journal of Business
(NJB) includes three peer-reviewed research
articles. In the first article, Benjamin Maury
from Hanken School of Economics contributes to the finance literature by examining
whether shareholder portfolio holding data
can be used to improve the performance of
popular value investment strategies. The
second article by Pertti Laine (University of
Turku), Jari Stenvall (University of Tampere)
and Hanni Tuominen (University of Turku)
focuses on human resource competencies and
the strategic role of HR. Finally, in the third
article, Matti Keloharju from Aalto University
School of Business analyzes the timing of
spending in Finnish municipalities.
The current issue of NJB is the first issue
available in only electronic form. Given the

universally declining role of printed journals
in the process scholarly communication and
the financial imperatives involved with print
versions, The Association of Business Schools
Finland has decided to continue the development of NJB in a strictly electronic form
as a peer-reviewed open access journal. We
are committed to being a pure open access
journal without submission fees, subscription
fees, or any article processing charges.
I hope you enjoy reading the interesting
articles featured in this issue of the Nordic
Journal of Business.
Sami Vähämaa
Editor
Nordic Journal of Business
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Quality at a
Reasonable
Price: The Role of
Investors’ Portfolio
*
Weights
Benjamin Maury
Hanken School of Economics

Abstract
This paper explores whether signals from changes in investors’ portfolio concentrations can be used
to enhance the performance of portfolios based on value and quality at a reasonable price. Using data
on all the more than a million investor portfolios participating in the Finnish stock market, I find that
the information content of increases in average shareholder portfolio concentration can improve the
performance of value and quality portfolios under certain conditions. Overall, the results show that
portfolio concentration can be used as an additional signal to improve the performance of popular
value- and quality-oriented investing strategies.

Keywords
Quality at reasonable price, value investing, quality investing, portfolio concentration, portfolio weights,
ownership concentration, stock returns.
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1. Introduction

Maury (2014) suggest that focused investors
are more informed than more diversified
investors and that information on portfolio
concentrations can be a valuable signal on
future stock performance. Thus, previous
research would indicate that portfolio concentration data could be used to improve the
selection of stocks within value and quality
investing strategies.
Using data on investors’ portfolio holdings in the Finnish market over the period
1996-2005, I employ the portfolio concentration index developed in Ekholm and Maury
(2014) which is measured as the average
portfolio weight of all shareholders in a firm.
The portfolio concentration measure is used
as a signal of confidence in the quality of a
stock. Two main empirical approaches are
employed in this paper. In the first approach,
the portfolio concentration index is combined with a value portfolio. In the second
approach, portfolio concentration data are
combined with a portfolio formed based on
combined value and quality ranks (or quality
at a reasonable price).
The results show that information on
changes in portfolio concentration can be
valuable when used in combination with value-oriented investment strategies. First, portfolio concentration data can be used directly
to select the best performing stocks within a
value portfolio. Second, portfolio concentration can be used as a third variable in combination with value and quality variables to obtain higher stock returns. Moreover, portfolio
performance is most reliably higher when the
average portfolio concentration is calculated
for larger (1% holdings), and presumably
more informed, shareholders. In addition,
I find that increases in corporate ownership
concentration can be used as an alternative
investment signal, although the portfolio
performance using ownership concentration
data is lower than the performance using
information on portfolio concentrations.
Taken together, the empirical findings in this

This paper explores whether shareholder
portfolio holding data can be used to improve the performance of value portfolios.
While quality variables, such as profitability,
financial strength, and quality more generally (Novy-Marx, 2013, 2014; Piotroski, 2000;
Li and Mohanram, 2016; Asness et al., 2014;
respectively), have been shown to enhance
the performance of value portfolios selected
based on valuation multiples, portfolio concentration and ownership data have not been
used in value studies or studies combining
value and quality dimensions. This paper
aims to fill the gap in the literature.
Previous empirical research finds that
value stocks (e.g., high book-to-market)
have performed better than growth stocks
in the US (Fama and French, 1992; Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1994; La Porta,
Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny, 1997) as
well as internationally (Fama and French,
1998). Moreover, Piotroski (2000) shows that
measures of financial strength can be used
to separate winners from losers within portfolios of value stocks. Relatedly, Novy-Marx
(2013, 2014) finds that quality variables (such
as gross-profitability divided by total assets)
can be used to improve the performance of
value portfolios. Furthermore, Novy-Marx
(2014) and Piotroski and So (2012) show that
value and quality sorting strategies based on
combined ranks (i.e., quality at a reasonable
price) perform better than a 50/50 combination of value and quality portfolios.
In this paper, I consider the usefulness of
investors’ average portfolio weights (or portfolio concentration) in selecting value and
quality stocks. Ekholm and Maury (2014) find
that shareholder portfolio concentration is
positively related to future firm performance.
Their results are consistent with the idea that
concentrated portfolios improve price eﬃciency which in turn improves managerial
decision-making. The results on stock returns
in Ivkovic et al. (2008) as well as Ekholm and
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paper indicate that data on investors’ portfolio holdings can be used as a signal that adds
to the performance of investment strategies
based on value as well as combinations of
value and quality without increasing known
portfolio risk.
This paper is related to two main strands
in the literature. The first strand on investment research has shown that value portfolios (e.g., Fama and French, 1992) and portfolios that combine value and quality (e.g.,
profitability or financial strength) signals
(e.g., Novy-Marx, 2013; Piotroski, 2000; Asness et al., 2014) have generated returns in
excess of the market. Another strand in the
literature studies the usefulness of holdings
data for investment purposes. Regarding insider trades, Jaﬀe (1974), for example, finds
that returns to stocks purchased slightly after insiders’ purchases have become public
information generate returns significantly
higher than that of the market. Relatedly,
Kallunki et al. (2009) find that insider selling is informative among those insiders that
have the highest proportion of their wealth
concentrated in insider stocks. More generally, Ekholm and Maury (2014) find that the
average shareholder portfolio concentration
is positively related to future profitability, valuations, and stock returns, which is consistent with both monitoring through the stock
market and superior stock selection ability by
more focused shareholders. While these previous papers consider the investment returns
utilizing holdings data, they do not analyze
whether holdings data can be useful as an additional signal that could complement value
and quality sorts.
This paper contributes to the existing
literature by showing that investor portfolio
concentration can be useful in combination
with stock selection based on quality at a
reasonable price or pure value. The information that can be extracted from the average
portfolio concentration measure (Average
Weight Index) can be viewed as a summary

measure of the confidence of (informed) investors in a particular stock. Thus, this paper
extends the information set in the context of
quality at a reasonable price that investors
may be able utilize.
Although this paper uses data available
on Finnish listed firms, the findings in this paper are likely to be relevant for international
investors due to the following reasons. Firstly,
information on holdings data and portfolio
concentration could be obtained for other
markets than the Finnish market used here.
For example, data from 13F filings provided
by Thomson Financial that cover institutional investors who manage more than $100
million could be obtained for US firms. These
data could be used to calculate a proxy for the
AWI (portfolio concentration) measure. Secondly, the findings in this paper indicate that
also ownership concentration data, more accessible and easily computed, can be used to
improve returns.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2
reviews previous research and presents the
hypotheses. Section 3 describes the data set.
Section 4 presents the empirical findings as
well as oﬀers alternative models and robustness tests. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Quality at a reasonable price
and holdings data
In this section, I review previous literature
on value and quality investing and discuss
the usefulness of combining information on
holdings data (especially shareholder portfolio concentration data) with value and quality investing strategies, also called quality at a
reasonable price (Novy-Marx, 2014).

2.1. Value portfolios
Prior research finds that value stocks (e.g.,
high book-to-market stocks) outperform
glamour stocks (or low book-to-market
stocks) (Fama and French, 1992; Lakonishok,
Shleifer and Vishny, 1994; Asness et al.,
2015). Lakonishok et al. (1994) report that a
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value-growth portfolio yields a 10% yearly
return. Various explanations for the excess returns have been oﬀered in the literature. Fama
and French (1992) argue that value stocks are
associated with financial distress, and thus
the superior returns are a compensation for
risk. However, studies have found that value
portfolios are associated with lower risk (e.g.,
Haugen and Baker, 2009), which does not
support the risk explanation based on market
eﬃciency. The second explanation is mispricing. Haugen and Baker (2010) argue that the
market tends to overreact to past information
on firms’ success and failure, which makes
expensive stocks too expensive and relatively
cheap stocks too cheap. La Porta et al. (1997)
find that inexpensive stocks are associated
with positive earnings surprises at subsequent quarterly earnings announcements.

Piotroski (2000) uses several proxies for
financial strength (called the F-score) as a
quality measure. The F-score is based on four
measures of profitability, three measures of
liquidity, and two measures that capture operating eﬃciency.
Measures of quality have been found
to predict superior returns (Asness et al.,
2014). Haugen and Baker (1996) report that
profitability measures such as ROE and ROA
are significantly positively related to future
stock returns in the US and internationally.
While Novy-Marx (2013) reports that high
gross-profitability to assets is associated with
superior stock returns, even higher returns
are obtained when portfolios are formed
based on both profitability and value.⁴ Relatedly, Piotroski (2000) finds that investing in
firms that are financially strong significantly
improves the performance of value portfolios.
In addition, Gompers et al. (2003) explore the
relation between corporate governance quality and subsequent stock returns, and they
find an 8.5% annual excess return for a good
governance portfolio.⁵ Overall, both value
and quality strategies are designed to acquire
productive assets cheaply.

2.2. Quality portfolios
Graham (2003) views stock quality as an
important part of value investing.¹ Firm profitability is often used as a proxy for quality.²
Haugen (1999) argues that the payoﬀ to
profitability is either zero or positive if markets are eﬃcient or ineﬃcient, respectively.
Previous literature uses several measures for
quality including profitability (such as ROA³
and ROE) and financial strength. Novy-Marx
(2013) introduces gross profitability divided
by total assets as a measure of quality. Gross
profitability can be viewed as the product of
gross margin (which reflects pricing power)
and asset turnover (which is a measure of
capital productivity). High profitability, especially if it can be sustained, is also an indication of a firm’s competitive advantage.

2.3. Portfolio concentration data and
quality at a reasonable price
Ekholm and Maury (2014) introduce a
firm-level portfolio concentration measure
defined as the average portfolio weight of
a firm’s shareholders. They report that the
portfolio concentration measure is positively
related to future operational performance,
valuation, and abnormal stock returns. The
positive relation between portfolio concen-

¹ Novy-Marx (2013) notes that while trading on profitability utilizes a value philosophy, the strategy is a growth

strategy measured by valuation ratios.

² For quality/value strategies, Novy-Marx (2014) finds that buying profitable value stocks exhibit the best returns.
³ Return on assets (ROA) is often viewed in the strategic management literature as the measure that best reflects

a firm’s financial performance and competitive advantage (e.g., Dehning and Stratopoulos, 2003).
⁴ Such strategies are also referred to as growth at reasonable price (GARP) or quality at reasonable price (QARP).
⁵ However, Bebchuk et al. (2009) do not find abnormal returns for the governance portfolio for a later period,
which they argue is consistent with a learning eﬀect by the market.
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tration and performance can arise due to
superior information possessed by focused
shareholders about the firm’s prospects and
due to informed shareholders’ monitoring
ability through the so-called exit and learning channels (see also Edmans, 2009). Similarly, Fich et al. (2015) find that monitoring
activities are higher when institutions have
invested a larger fraction of their portfolio in a firm. Relatedly, Ivkovic et al. (2008)
report that individual shareholders with
concentrated portfolios obtain higher returns themselves. Using mutual fund data,
Kaperczyk and Seru (2007) find that more
concentrated mutual funds outperform less
concentrated funds. They also show that the
outperformance is due to superior stock selection (but not market timing) by managers
of concentrated funds.
Relatedly, information on insider trades
(such as trades by oﬃcers, directors, and
very large shareholders) may also be useful
in predicting returns. Several studies report
that investing in stocks shortly after the
public announcement where insider buying
exceeds insider selling with multiple insiders involved have yielded abnormal returns
(e.g., Jaﬀe, 1974). Fidrmuc et al. (2006) report
that the eﬀect of insider trades on prices is
stronger with more asymmetric information.
Furthermore, Kallunki et al. (2009) report
that trades by insiders whose wealth is highly
concentrated in their firms provide the
strongest signals about future returns.
Although previous research relates data
on portfolio concentration to abnormal stock
returns, the information on portfolio concentration has not been combined with investment strategies based on value and quality.
The main focus in this paper is to explore how
information on investor confidence derived
from holdings data can be utilized to improve the returns of already profitable value
investing strategies. It can be argued that
signals from changes in holdings data can be
especially useful in a contrarian setting when

informed investors buy shares with relatively
low valuations and high expected returns.

2.4. Hypotheses
The key hypotheses in this paper focus on
how portfolio and ownership concentration
data can be used to enhance the returns of
value and quality portfolios. Increases in
portfolio concentration (AWI) are likely to
contain information about positive future
prospects of a company as more concentrated
portfolios tend to be more informed (see,
e.g., Ivkovic et al., 2008; Ekholm and Maury,
2014). Besides the valuable information from
increases in portfolio concentration, another
potential benefit relates to a form of market
monitoring. The so-called exit model predicts
that that trading by informed blockholders
leads to more informative stock prices and
to better decisions by managers whose compensation typically is linked to the stock price
(e.g., Edmans, 2009). More generally, Edmans
and Holderness (2016) note that the concentration of a block in an investor’s portfolio
could matter as much as the fraction of shares
held by the investor.
If shareholders with concentrated portfolios are more informed than dispersed shareholders and the market is slow to incorporate
such information into prices, one should expect portfolio concentration information to
be valuable. Alternatively, portfolio concentration is related to some risk factor (see Section 4.2.3). The first hypothesis can be stated
as follows:
H1: Using changes in a firm’s average
investor portfolio concentration as selection criteria should increase the performance of value and quality investment
strategies.

The second hypothesis deals with the
use of the more traditional dimension of
ownership data: ownership concentration.
As was the case for increases in portfolio con-
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3. Data

centration, increases in ownership concentration can reflect information advantages
by blockholders (see, e.g., Demsetz, 1986)
concerning future firm performance. Further,
governance through trading (exit and learning) and direct intervention (or voice) could
improve firm performance (see, e.g., Edmans,
2014). Ownership and governance can also
be viewed a part of the “quality” variables.
Changes in ownership variables can provide
both information about future firm performance and information about firm governance.
Similarly to Hypothesis 1, to the extent
that large shareholdings (and ownership
concentration) are associated with better information about firms’ prospects, one should
expect increases in ownership concentration
to be positively related to future stock returns
if the market is slow to disseminate such
private information. Alternatively, corporate
ownership concentration is related to some
risk factor. The second hypothesis can be expressed as follows:
H2: Using changes in ownership concentration as selection criteria should
increase the performance of value and
quality investing strategies.

3.1. The Finnish Central Securities
Depository (FCSD) and ownership
variables
The Finnish Central Securities Depository
(FCSD) data provides detailed information
on holdings in Finnish listed firms (for institutional details, see Karhunen and Keloharju,
2001, and Keloharju and Lehtinen, 2015).
Finnish individuals and institutions have
to register their holdings in the book entry
system. As Keloharju and Lehtinen (2015,
p. 2) note, one limitation of the data set is
that foreigners are partially exempted from
registration as they can choose to register in
a nominee name. If foreigners opt for nominee registration, their holdings are pooled
together with other nominee holdings and
cannot be studied separately.⁶
The FCSD data used here includes entries
for more than 1.3 Million unique shareholders covering the period 1995 to 2006 and is
similar to the data set used in Ekholm and
Maury (2014).⁷ In addition, since the focus lies
on outside shareholdings, I use ownership
data from the low voting share class, which
typically is the more traded class. Following
Ekholm and Maury (2014), I calculate portfolio concentration (which they call the Average Weight Index (AWI)) for each share and
year in the following way. In the first step, the
portfolio value in euros for each investor and
year (as of December 31) is a calculated as the
sum of the product of number of shares times
price:⁸ In the second step, portfolio concentra-

⁶ When calculating the portfolio concentration measure, the eﬀect of separate nominee registered foreigninves-

tors is thus missed. However, Ekholm and Maury (2014, p. 925) find similar results when using all investors and
only private investors (presumably more accurate) to calculate the portfolio concentration measure.
⁷ The sample period in this study is determined by the availability of the data to calculate the portfolio concentration measure. The data include 102,797,708 exchange transaction entries and 19,090,710 entries for mergers,
splits, gifts, bankruptcies, IPOs, and other transactions not executed over an exchange. Each entry consists of 18
data fields, including information about both the shareholder and the transaction itself.
⁸ Formally,
, where V equals the portfolio value in euros, Hi equals the number of firm i’s shares in
the portfolio, and Pi equals the euro price of firm i’s share, and M equals the number of diﬀerent stocks in the
investor’s portfolio.
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tion for each stock and year (as of December
31) is calculated. This firm-level portfolio concentration measure (AWI) equals the average
of individual shareholders’ weights held in a
firm.⁹ Thus, the portfolio concentration measures how important a stock is for its average
shareholder.¹⁰ In the empirical analysis, I use
the change in AWI (ΔAWI) measured from
year-end t-2 to t-1. The portfolio concentration measure is calculated for diﬀerent categories of shareholders: all investors, investors
with at least 0.1%, and investors with 1% of
shares in a firm.
I also use a traditional ownership concentration measure: the Herfindahl index (HFI)
as in, for example, Demsetz and Lehn (1985).
The HFI measure is calculated as the sum of
squared fractional ownership stakes in a firm
for each firm and year (as of December 31).¹¹
The Herfindahl Index measures ownership
concentration, and I consequently expect it
to correlate positively with the monitoring
power of large shareholders in a firm. The
change in HFI (ΔHFI) as measured from yearend t-2 to t-1 is used in the analysis.

3.2. Accounting, valuation, and control
variables
Historical records of accounting and valuation data for Finnish publicly traded firms
(excluding banks and insurance companies)
for the fiscal years 1996 to 2005 are provided
by Balance Consulting. I use Return on Assets

(ROA) defined as earnings before interest
and taxes (EBIT) divided by average total
assets during the year as a measure of firm
quality. As the valuation measure, the bookto-market ratio defined as the book value of
shareholders’ equity divided by the market
capitalization of the firm’s shares is employed
as in Fama and French (1992) and Novy-Marx
(2013). Other variables used in the analysis
are defined in Table 1. The sample used in
the main analysis consists of an unbalanced
panel that combines the FCSD shareholder
register and the Balance Consulting firmlevel data.

3.3. Return data and final sample
Dividend and split adjusted monthly stock
and index returns for firms on the main
list of the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Stock Exchange for the calendar years 1996 to 2007
are provided by the Department of Finance at
Hanken School of Economics. I use the OMX
Helsinki Cap index as the market portfolio.¹²
Monthly observations for the one month
Euro Interbank Oﬀered Rate (EURIBOR) from
1999 to 2007 and the one month Helsinki Interbank Oﬀered Rate (HELIBOR) from 1995 to
1998 are retrieved from Kauppalehti Ltd. As
an alternative to the one-factor model, I use
the Carhart (1997) factors available for euro
countries from Kenneth French’s webpage.¹³
The final sample that combines the FCSD
register, accounting and valuation data for

⁹ Formally,

, where AWI equals the average weight, Hj equals the number of
shares that investor j holds, P equals the euro price of the share, Vj equals the value in euros of investor j’s portfolio, and N equals the total number of shareholders in the firm. P is calculated as the Volume Weighted Average
Price (VWAP) (for details, see Ekholm and Maury, 2014).
¹⁰ It should be noted that the data set does not contain information on the entire portfolio holdings but only
directly held Finnish stocks. Thus, indirect ownership through mutual funds, hedge funds, trust funds etc. is
not covered by the concentration measure. However, focusing on directly held Finnish stocks should be a good
enough proxy for the portfolio and ownership concentration measures.
¹¹
, where Hj equals the number of shares that investor j holds, and N equals the total number of
shareholders in the firm. I calculate the Herfindahl Index using data on all shareholders.
¹² This index limits the weight of a single stock to 10%.
¹³ Data available at http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html.
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Finnish firms (excluding banks and insurance companies) on the OMXH main list. The
number of firms in the final analysis varies
between 41 (year 1996) and 97 (year 2005),
with a total of 126 diﬀerent firms over the
period. The number of observations available
for each variable is displayed in Table 1.
Stock returns are measured by raw returns, market-adjusted returns (raw return
- market portfolio return for the period),
Jensen (1968) alpha, and Carhart (1997) alpha.
In the main specifications, the return period
is from May year t to April year t+1 to ensure
that the information on holdings (measured
from year-end t-2 to t-1) and accounting data
(measured at end of t-1) are available to investors at the time of portfolio formation at end
of April in year t.¹⁴ Average equal-weighted
returns and alphas are reported for the diﬀerent portfolios. One benefit of equal weights is
that such a strategy is easy to implement in
practice.
I estimate Jensen (1968) alphas for each
share and year as follows

(1)
where Rt is the return on a firm’s share in
month t, Rft is the risk-free rate in month t,
and Rmt is the market portfolio return.
The Carhart (1997) four factors are returns to zero investment portfolios that
capture market, book-to-market, size, and
momentum eﬀects, respectively, and can be
expressed as follows:
(2)

where Rt is the return on a firm’s share in

month t and Rft is the risk-free rate in month
t. MKT, HML, SMB, and MOM are the returns
on the market, value, size, and momentum
factors (for details see Carhart, 1997).

4. Empirical analysis
4.1. Empirical design

The research design used in the main analysis is as follows. First, each year firms are
grouped into value and growth stock portfolios based on their book-to-market ratios
following prior research (e.g. Fama and
French, 1992, and Piotroski, 2000). Firms with
book-to-market ratios in the highest quartile
each year are considered value companies,
while firms in the lowest quartile are labeled
glamour stocks. Stock returns of value companies with above or equal to the median
yearly change in portfolio concentration are
reported. This research design builds on the
one used in Piotroski (2000). In addition, the
returns of glamour portfolios with equal or
below median change in portfolio concentration are reported. This paper tries to improve
portfolio performance with holdings data
after the initial selection based value or the
combination of value and quality has been
made.
In the second specification, portfolio
concentration data (ΔAWI above or below
the median value) are combined with portfolios (high quartile and low quartile) formed
based on combined value and quality ranks.
This method follows Novy-Marx (2013, 2014)
in which the sum of the combined (equally
weighted) ranks of (gross) profitability divided by total assets (quality) and book-tomarket (value) are related to stock returns.¹⁵
Alternative methods and quality variables are
discussed in Section 4.3.

¹⁴ It should be noted that there are significant “search costs” involved in computing the AWI portfolio concentra-

tion measure. Hence, the information on individual shareholders portfolio concentrations (and possible trading
profits) is likely to be available only to few investors.
¹⁵ Each formation date at end of April each year, stocks are ranked according to their profitability and according
to their book-to-market ratio. The sum of the two ranks is used to form the high and low quality and value quartile portfolios. For a discussion of the benefits of combined sorting, see Novy-Marx (2014).
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4.2.1. Main findings
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for variables used in the study. Spearman correlations
for the main variables are displayed in Appendix 1. The correlations in Appendix 1 show
that increases in portfolio focus (ΔAWI) are
associated with higher future stock returns,
and that increases in portfolio concentration
tend to be positively correlated with value
(book-to-market) and quality (ROA) characteristics in the same year. Regarding the
level of portfolio concentration, Ekholm and
Maury (2014) report that the average shareholder in the Finnish market holds approximately four stocks in their equity portfolio.
In Panel A of Table 2 returns for portfolios of firms with above median changes in
portfolio concentration versus below median
changes in portfolio concentration over a
ten-year period are shown. Yearly portfolios
with higher changes in portfolio concentration display higher average returns, and the
diﬀerence between high and low concentration is statistically significant except for
Carthart alpha.¹⁶
Panel B of Table 2 shows the returns to
value and glamour stocks. The value portfolio,
defined as the stocks with a book-to-market
ratio in the top 25% each year, has returned
0.89 % p.a. in excess of the market index,
whereas glamour stocks (book-to-market
ratio in lowest 25%) have returned -9.33% p.a.
on average. The Jensen alpha (abnormal return) in annual terms equals 2.12% and -9.64%
for value and glamour stocks, respectively.
Hence, value portfolios have outperformed
glamour stocks during the studied period.
Panel C of Table 2 shows the returns to a
value portfolio in which the yearly changes
in portfolio concentration (ΔAWI) is above
the median. The market-adjusted annual
return equals 4.14%, and the Jensen alpha

equals 4.88%. Thus, investing in value stocks
in which the change in investors’ portfolio
concentration is above the median improves
the investment returns compared with the
pure value portfolio (shown in Panel B). For
comparison, a portfolio consisting of glamour stocks with a change in the portfolio
concentration below the median level has
annual returns of as low as -11.54% and -9.58%
using market-adjusted returns and the Jensen
alpha, respectively. As shown in Panel C, the
diﬀerence between value firms with ΔAWI
above the median and glamour stocks with
ΔAWI below the median equal a market-adjusted return and Jensen alpha of 15.68% and
14.46%, respectively (significant at the 1%
level).¹⁷ Taken together, results indicate that
information on shareholder portfolio holdings can benefit value investors.
In Panel D of Table 2, stocks are sorted
into quartiles based on their combined bookto-market (value) and return on assets (quality) ranks. A portfolio of stocks in the highest
quartile based on the combined value and
quality rank yields a market-adjusted return
of 4.71% and a Jensen alpha of 4.96% in annual
terms. A portfolio with the lowest combined
value and quality rank has a market-adjusted
annual return and Jensen alpha of -12.42%
and -13.79%, respectively. Thus, a strategy
combining quality and value yields returns
that clearly exceed those of pure value strategies. The value portfolio that only includes
stocks with changes in portfolio concentration above the median (Panel C) yields returns comparable to the combined value and
quality strategy (Panel D).
Panel E of Table 2 shows the performance
of a portfolio that includes stocks from the
quarter with the highest combined value and
quality rank that have changes in portfolio
concentration above the median. The returns

¹⁶ Pure quality strategies and quality combined with changes in portfolio concentration are displayed in Panels

H and I of Table 6.

¹⁷ Since the sample includes also smaller firms, the possibilities to take short positions may be limited.
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to this portfolio formed based on signals
from value, quality and changes in portfolio
concentration equal 7.59% and 6.76% for market- adjusted returns and the Jensen alpha,
respectively. A portfolio that goes long in this
portfolio and shorts a portfolio of stocks in
the lowest quarter of the value and quality
ranks with ΔAWI values equal to or below the
median produces a market-adjusted return
of 22.28% and a Jensen alpha 20.85% in annual
terms based on portfolio averages. Thus, a
strategy that combines value, quality, and
data on investor holdings yields higher returns than a strategy based on only value and
changes in portfolio concentration (Panel C).
As an alternative to grouping stocks
based on their yearly change in AWI, one
can select only firms that experience positive
yearly changes in AWI into the long portfolio each year and include stocks in the short
portfolio that experience reductions in the
ΔAWI. Panel F of Table 2 shows the returns
to a portfolio of stocks sorted based on value
and quality ranks with increases in ΔAWI. The
returns to using this specification are higher,
and statistically more significant, than those
using ΔAWI quartiles in Table 2.
In sum, Table 2 shows that investor
holdings data can be useful for enhancing
the performance of value/quality strategies.
The performance (measured by raw and
market-adjusted returns, Jensen alpha, and
Carhart alpha) of both pure value portfolios
and portfolios combining value and quality
can in certain situations be improved with
information on investors’ holdings (portfolio
concentration). The best performance is obtained with a portfolio of stocks that is first
selected on combined value and quality ranks
and in the second step selected based on
changes in investor portfolio concentration.
Thus, the results gives support to Hypothesis

1 by showing that one can improve the performance of a quality and value ranked portfolio
(e.g., Novy-Marx, 2013) by utilizing portfolio
holdings data.
I also calculate the returns to portfolios
in which the ΔAWI is calculated for a subset
of shareholders that hold larger stakes. I use
the thresholds 0.1% and 1% of outstanding
shares. The results for these thresholds are
shown in Panels A and B of Table 3. The results
show that portfolios sorted first on value and
quality ranks and then based on changes in
larger shareholders’ average portfolio concentration yield a market-adjusted return
and a Jensen alpha of 10.01% (9.10%) and
8.87% (7.78%) for 1% (0.1%) shareholders, respectively. Panel B also shows that the diﬀerence in market-adjusted returns and Jensen’s
alpha between high and low ΔAWI within the
value and quality high quartile are statistically significant at least at the 5% level for 1%
shareholders (with the exception of Carhart
returns), respectively. Taken together, the
portfolios sorted based on data for larger
shareholders tend to outperform portfolios
based on portfolio concentration data for all
and 0.1% shareholders.
Panel C of Table 3 shows the performance
of the combined value and quality portfolio
when changes in ownership concentration
(from year-end t-2 to t-1) measured with the
Herfindahl index of all holdings is used instead of changes in portfolio concentration
in the last sort.¹⁸ One benefit with corporate
ownership concentration data is that such
data are easier to obtain and measure than
data on investors’ portfolio concentration.
The value/quality portfolio containing stocks
with above median yearly changes in ownership concentration has a market-adjusted
annual return and a Jensen alpha of 7.00%
and 6.35%, respectively. While the portfolio

¹⁸ The results are very similar when the Herfindahl index is calculated for 0.1% or 1% shareholders only.
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performance using ownership concentration
is higher than that of the value/quality portfolio in Panel D of Table 2, the performance
is not as high as for portfolios using portfolio
concentration data for 0.1% and 1% shareholders, respectively (Panels A and B of Table
3), or increases or decreases in AWI (Panel E,
Table 2). Overall, the results using changes in
ownership concentration for sorting stocks
give some support to Hypothesis 2, although
the results are not conclusive as diﬀerence is
not statistically significant.
The results from the Carhart (1997) asset
pricing tests are not as consistent as those
based on raw and market-adjusted returns.
Panel E of Table 2 shows that the Carhart
(1997) alpha for the high-low portfolio sorted
based on portfolio holdings data equals
13.15%, though statistically significant at the
10% level. However, in Panel F of Table 2 the
Carhart (1997) alpha for the high-low portfolio sorting on increases/decreases in the
AWI variable equals 24.72% and is statistically
significant at the 1% level. The reason for the
lower significance of the results using the
Carhart (1997) alpha in Tables 2 and 3 may lie
in the momentum factor or in the relation between the momentum factor and AWI.
4.2.2. Further evidence from multivariate
analysis
The positive relation between increases in
AWI and portfolio performance measured
by raw returns and market-adjusted returns
obtained in Section 4.2.1 could be due to a
correlation between AWI and other known
return patterns. Following Piotroski (2000), I
estimate a regression model for all, the group

of high book-to-market firms (above the median), as well as for profitable value (above
the median) firms. The model takes the following form:
Return = Ln(Book-to-Market) + Ln(MVE) +
ROA + Momentum + ΔAWI + ε,
(3)
where Return is the market-adjusted annual
return for the period (May year t to April year
t+1), Ln(Book-to-Market) is the natural logarithm of the Book-to-Market ratio, Ln(MVE)
is the natural logarithm of the market capitalization of equity (both variables are measured at end of t-1)¹⁹, Momentum is the past 6
month stock return directly prior to portfolio
formation,²⁰ and ε is the error term.²¹ Other
variables are defined in Section 3.
The results from pooled OLS regressions
in which standard errors control for firm
clustering (see Petersen, 2009) are displayed
in Panel A of Table 4.²² Table 4 shows that the
coeﬃcient for changes in portfolio concentration (ΔAWI) for all, 0.1%, and 1% shareholdings is significantly positively related to
one-year market-adjusted stock returns. The
results are rather similar for portfolio concentration when estimated over all (columns
1-3), value (columns 4-6), and profitable value
(columns 7-9) firms. Panel B further displays
results using a firm fixed eﬀects specification.
The results using firm fixed eﬀects are comparable to those using the pooled OLS specification. Taken together, the regressions indicate
that the signal from changes in shareholders’
portfolio concentration is not explained by
previously known return patters. Thus, the regressions give support to the results from the
portfolio approach in Section 4.2.1.

¹⁹Besides controlling for the size eﬀect, market capitalization is an important control variable since the relation

between market capitalization and portfolio concentration may be non-trivial as price increases also can increase portfolio concentration.
²⁰I use the six month return directly prior to portfolio formation following Piotroski (2000), Mohanram (2005),
and Piotroski and So (2012).
²¹To maintain sample size, the momentum variable is set equal to zero for missing observations. The regression
model includes a dummy variable which is equal to one if the momentum data was available and zero otherwise.
²²The results are qualitatively similar when Fama-Macbeth Newey-West standard errors that control for autocorrelation are used as in Piotroski and So (2012).
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4.2.3. Risk
In this section, I discuss levels of risk-related
measures for the various portfolios formed
based on value, quality, and changes in portfolio concentration.²³ Standard deviations of
raw yearly company-level stock returns are
calculated for various strategies. To further
explore whether higher portfolio performance is associated with a compensation for
higher risk (e.g., Fama and French, 1992), I
follow Mohanram (2005) and estimate CAPM
betas (β). In addition, I measure the standard
deviation of past 5-year ROA as a fundamental risk measure.
Panel A shows that CAPM β (column 2) is
significantly lower for high portfolio concentration stocks (based on ∆AWI) than lower
concentration stocks. The standard deviation
of the 5-year ROA (column 3) is rather similar
for concentrated and dispersed portfolios.
The standard deviation of raw returns appears to be rather similar for concentrated
and dispersed stocks (column 1). Panel B of
Table 5 shows that the systematic risk measured by CAPM β and the standard deviation
of the 5-year ROA are significantly lower for
the value than for the glamour portfolio.
Panel C shows that value firms with high
ΔAWI values have lower risk levels compared
with all value firms in Panel B. Similar risk
patterns are found for portfolios sorted based
on value and quality ranks in combination
with ΔAWI for all or 1% shareholders (Panels
E and F). Taken together, the results in Table
5 indicate that the portfolios associated with
high stock performance (in Tables 2 and 3)
generally exhibit lower risk than in the lower
performance portfolios. The results in Table
5 support the mispricing explanation but
not the explanation holding that return is a
reward for risk.

4.3. Further analysis
This section discusses how the main results
are aﬀected by (i) the use of F-score as a quality variable, (ii) alternative partitions of the
data based on firm size, share turnover, and
analyst coverage, (iii) the timing of the use
of portfolio concentration data (e.g., using
ΔAWI in the first sorting stage versus the last
stage), and (iv) pure quality sorting, as well as
(v) alternative return periods and alternative
timings of accounting data and stock returns
periods.
4.3.1. F-score as quality measure
As an alternative to ROA, I consider Piotroski’s
(2000) F-score as a quality measure. The
F-score measures firms’ financial strength
by using nine financial variables that can be
grouped into three key areas: profitability,
financial leverage/liquidity, and operational
eﬃciency (see, Piotroski, 2000, for details).
The aggregate of the nine binary variables is
the F-score. Data used to calculate the nine
binary variables that form the aggregate
F-score are obtained from Thomson Financials except for the equity issue variable that
is based on the year book Pörssitieto.
Panel A of Tables 6 shows the results for a
portfolio that contains high book-to-market
firms (Q4) with high F-score firms (Q4). Panel
A of Table 6 also shows that partitioning the
high F-score/value portfolio based on investor portfolio concentration (high increases
in concentration) seems to improve the portfolio performance, although the statistical
significance is varying.
4.3.2. Alternative data partitions
In this section, results controlling independently for firm size, share turnover (liquidity), and analyst coverage are discussed

²³This section on risk measures complements the risk-adjusted portfolio performance analysis using Jensen
(1968) alpha and Carhart (1997) four factor alphas in Section 4.2.1.
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(for a discussion on partitions based on the
information environment, see Piotroski,
2000).²⁴ I partitioned the sample into stocks
with equal to or above median and below median firm size (measured by the market capitalization of the firm) each year. The main
results are rather similar for large and small
firms, although larger firms tend to exhibit
somewhat higher portfolio performance for
the sample stocks (Panels B and C).
Panels D and E of Table 6 show that portfolio performance of the long portfolio tends
to be rather similar for stocks with high and
low yearly share turnover (based on the median), while the high-low return tend to be
higher for high liquidity firms. Panels F and
G of Table 6 display portfolio performance
based on the level of analyst coverage (above
or below median). The results show that the
portfolio performance is not especially sensitive to whether the number of analysts following the firm is high or low. Taken together,
the results in Table 6 indicate that portfolio
performance is not very significantly driven
by size, liquidity or analyst coverage.²⁵
4.3.3. The timing of the use of portfolio concentration data
The main specifications in Table 2 utilize portfolio concentration data for sorting in the last
phase after having made value and quality
sorts. Alternatively, one could use portfolio
concentration data already in the first stage
in which case the initial stock selection would
be based on the combined ranks of ΔAWI
and value (book-to-market) as well as on the
combined ranks of ΔAWI, value, and quality
(ROA). Though not reported in a table, the results indicate that the portfolio performance
is higher when the portfolio holdings data is
used in the last stage, or put diﬀerently, not

included in the initial stock selection. For example, a long-short portfolio (high-low) using the combined ranks of ΔAWI, value, and
ROA has lower performance than a portfolio
initially selected on value and quality with
a final screening that includes stocks with
ΔAWI above the mean (Panel E, Table 2). Thus,
the results indicate that holdings data should
be used to complement value and quality in
the final stage.
4.3.4. Pure quality
Panel H of Table 6 show returns to pure high
and low quality (measured by ROA). The results show that pure quality did not significantly beat low quality. Portfolio concentration data is further combined with quality in
Panel I, and the results show that changes in
portfolio concentration did not perform as
well as in the value and profitable value contexts.
4.3.5. Alternative timings of accounting data and
stock returns, and stock return sub-periods
Panels A-C of Appendix 2 show the returns
for portfolios based on combined value and
quality ranks for high and low changes in
portfolio concentration over the portfolio
formation sub periods 1997-2000, 2001-2003,
and 2004-2006. For these sub-periods, the
returns are consistently higher for the high
value, quality, and high change in portfolio
concentration than for the low portfolio.
Although, there are variations in the return
levels between the time periods, the pattern
for the diﬀerence between the high and low
portfolios is rather consistent which gives
support to the conclusions regarding the results in Table 2 estimated for the full period.
I also consider diﬀerent lags when using
historical accounting data. First, I consider

²⁴Each year, observations were independently sorted into large/small, high/low liquidity, and high/low analyst
following. Due to this sorting, portfolios can have unequal number of observations.
²⁵ Piotroski (2000) finds that value stocks that are smaller and associated with higher asymmetric information
tend to have higher returns in the US.
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lagging the book value of equity (t-2) and
Return on Assets one year (t-2), while using
the market value of equity from year-end (t1). In the specifications with longer lags for
accounting data, I measure stock returns over
the period Februaryt-Januaryt+1. Though not
shown in a table, the results are not very sensitive to how the book equity value or ROA are
lagged. The results using these lags are very
similar to the main results.

5. Summary and conclusion
This paper explores whether information on
investors’ equity portfolio concentration can
be beneficial to value investors. Using data
on more than a million investor portfolios
in the Finnish stock market over a ten-year
period, I find that data on changes in average
investor portfolio concentration in firms,
a proxy for investor confidence, can under
certain conditions improve the performance
of value portfolios and portfolios based on
combined value and quality ranks. The re-

sults show that the performance of a quality
at reasonable price strategy could be most
reliably increased with portfolio concentration data when increases in portfolio concentration was calculated for larger (1% shareholders), and presumably more informed,
shareholders. In addition, the results show
that increases in ownership concentration
can be used as an additional signal to obtain
improved portfolio performance of value oriented strategies, although the portfolio concentration seems to be a better signal than
ownership concentration. Overall, the results
indicate that it is possible to increase the performance of value/quality-style portfolios by
using data on shareholders’ portfolio holdings without increasing portfolio risk. Future
research could further explore, for example,
how investor characteristics and other corporate governance variables could be incorporated into the fundamental analysis of firms.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
This table shows descriptive statistics for variables used in the study. The sample covers Finnish listed firms
(excluding banks and insurance companies). Value portfolios are formed at the end of April in year t+1 during a
ten-year period (1997-2006). Accounting and valuation variables are measured at end of year t-1 (1996-2005).
The change in AWI (average weight index) for all, 0.1%, and 1% shareholders is measured from year-end t-2 to
t-1, respectively. The change in HFI is the change in the Herfindahl index of all shareholdings in a firm from yearend t-2 to t-1. ROA is defined as earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) divided by total assets in year t-1.
Book-to-market is the book value of shareholders’ equity divided by the market capitalization of the firm’s shares
in year-end t-1. Analyst coverage is the number of analysts following a firm. F-score is the Piotroski (2000)
measure of financial strength. Momentum is the 6 month stock return prior to portfolio formation. CAPM beta is
the beta coefficient. MVE is the market capitalization of a firm’s equity. Trading volume is the trading volume for
the year. Stdev ROA is the five-year standard deviation of annual ROA. Stock returns are measured over the
period May year t to April year t+1 and defined in section 3.3. The number of observations varies due to data
availability. The total number of firms is 126.

ΔAWI
ΔAWI_0.1%
ΔAWI_1%
ΔHFI
ROA (%)
Book-to-Market
Analyst coverage
F-score
Momentum (6 months)
CAPM beta
MVE (TEuro)
Trading volume (MEuro)
Stdev ROA (5 year)
Raw return (12 month buy and hold
return, May-April)
Market-adjusted returns (12 month
buy and hold return, May-April)
CAPM alpha (monthly data,
May-April )
Carhart four factor alpha
(monthly data, May-April )

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Min.

Max.

Observations

(1)
-0.0082
-0.0003
-0.0013
-0.0045
9.4514
0.6972
6.2679
6.0685
0.1447
0.7823
1901274
1575
5.2009
0.1175

(2)
0.0367
0.0570
0.0943
0.0608
9.4972
0.4749
6.8014
1.5645
0.3279
0.7175
13400000
12176
6.3875
0.4513

(3)
-0.2141
-0.3938
-0.4311
-0.3640
-32.6000
0.0145
0.0000
1.0000
-0.9575
-1.7012
1679
0
0.1817
-0.9813

(4)
0.1825
0.4229
0.7107
0.4821
61.0000
3.7761
50.0000
9.0000
3.1200
3.9329
223000000
155407
51.9944
2.7872

(5)
696
696
696
696
740
740
698
569
706
740
740
740
734
740

-0.0304

0.4034

-1.2407

2.3230

740

-0.0030

0.0296

-0.1328

0.0981

740

0.0001

0.0409

-0.2068

0.1823

740
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Table 2. Investment Returns to Value, Quality, and Portfolio Concentration
This table shows the average annual investment returns in percentage to investing strategies using data on Finnish listed
OMXH main list firms (excluding banks and insurance companies) over a ten-year period. Portfolios are formed in the
end of April in year t each year (1997-2006). Accounting and valuation variables are measured at end of year t-1. The
change in AWI (average weight index) is measured from year-end t-2 to t-1. Stock returns are measured over the period
May year t to April year t+1 if not otherwise specified. Panel A shows returns for portfolios based on above median and
below median changes in portfolio concentration. Panel B shows returns for high book-to-market quartile (value) firms and
low book-to-market quartile (glamour) firms. Panel C shows returns for high book-to-market and low book-to-market firms
controlling for change in AWI. Panel D shows returns for high and low quartile portfolios formed based on the combined
book-to-market and ROA rank (profitable value). Panel E splits the portfolios in Panel D based on changes in AWI (above
or below median change). Panel F shows returns for the combined book-to-market and ROA rank that are based on increases in AWI or decreases in AWI.
Strategy

Description of Strategy

Raw return
(12 month
buy and
hold return,
May-April)

Marketadjusted
returns (12
month buy
and hold
return,
May-April)
(2)

CAPM alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April)

Carhart four
factor alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April)

(1)
(3)
(4)
Panel A. Concentrated vs. dispersed
Concentrated
High ΔAWI quartile rank
16.51%
0.61%
-0.15%
-1.21%
(Q3, Q4)
Dispersed
Low ΔAWI quartile rank
10.22%
-5.74%
-5.48%
0.64%
(Q1, 2)
High-Low
6.29%*
6.35%**
5.33%**
-1.85%
Panel B. Value stocks vs. glamour stocks
Value
High BM (Q4)
15.83%
0.89%
2.12%
4.07%
Glamour
Low BM (Q1)
5.47%
-9.33%
-9.64%
3.18%
Value-Glamour
Value-Glamour
10.35%**
10.22%**
11.76%***
0.89%
Panel C. Value stocks by high and low ΔAWI
Concentrated Value
High BM (Q4) & high
18.54%
4.14%
4.88%
5.61%
ΔAWI (Q3,Q4)
Dispersed Glamour
Low BM (Q1) & low
5.08%
-11.54%
-9.58%
11.01%
ΔAWI (Q1,Q2)
High-Low
High-Low
13.46%**
15.68%***
14.46%***
-5.40%
Concentrated –
High ΔAWI - low ΔAWI
2.63%
5.46%
4.02%
-5.05%
Dispersed Value
within high BM
portfolio
Panel D. Profitable value
Profitable Value
High BM & ROA rank
20.13%
4.71%
4.96%
5.72%
(Q4)
Unprofitable Glamour
Low BM & ROA rank
2.09%
-12.42%
-13.79%
-7.39%
(Q1)
High - Low
High-Low
18.04%***
17.13%***
18.75%***
13.11%**
Panel E. Profitable value & high/low ΔAWI
Profitable Value,
High BM & ROA rank
22.21%
7.59%
6.76%
8.67%
Concentrated
quartile (Q4) + high
ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q3, Q4)
Unprofitable Glamour,
Low BM & ROA rank
0.35%
-12.69%
-14.09%
-4.48%
Dispersed
quartile (Q1) + low
ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q1, Q2)
High-Low
High-Low
21.86%***
20.28%***
20.85%***
13.15%*
Concentrated –
High ΔAWI - low ΔAWI
1.33%
-4.38%
2.26%
6.38%
Dispersed Profitable
within high BM and
Value
ROA portfolio
Panel F. Increases and decreases in AWI
Profitable Value,
High BM and ROA rank
21.61%
12.57%
8.11%
11.46%
Increased
(Q4) and ΔAWI >0
Concentration
Unprofitable Glamour,
Low BM and ROA rank
-0.95%
-16.91%
-17.46%
-13.26%
Increased Dispersion
(Q1) and ΔAWI <=0
High-Low
High-Low
22.56%***
29.48%***
25.57%***
24.72%***
Increased Concentration
Positive ΔAWI 6.21%
17.84%***
8.04%**
11.89%*
– Increased
negative ΔAWI within
Dispersion within
high BM & ROA
Profitable Value
portfolio
*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels based on two-sample t-tests, respectively.
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(5)
345
351
696
181
188
369
84
90
174
174

170
192
362
94

95

189
165

82
112
194
165
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Table 3. Investment Returns to Value, Quality, and Portfolio Concentration Using Alternative Specifications of Portfolio Concentration
This table shows the investment returns in percentage to investing strategies using data on Finnish listed OMXH
main list firms (excluding banks and insurance companies) over a ten-year period. Portfolios are formed in the end
of April in year t each year (1997-2006). Accounting and valuation variables are measured at end of year t-1. The
change in AWI (average weight index) is measured from year-end t-2 to t-1. Stock returns are measured over the
period May year t to April year t+1. Panel A shows returns for high and low quartile portfolios formed based on the
combined book-to-market and ROA rank that are based on changes in AWI (above or below median change) using
data on 0.1% shareholdings only. Panel B shows returns for high and low quartile portfolios formed based on the
combined book-to-market and ROA rank that are based on changes in AWI (above or below median change) using
data on 1% shareholdings only. Panel C shows returns for the combined book-to-market and ROA rank portfolio for
increases in HFI (Hefindahl index of all shareholdings) or decreases in HFI.
Strategy

Description of Strategy

Raw
return (12
month buy
and hold
return,
May-April)

(1)
Panel A. Profitable value & ΔAWI for 0.1% shareholders
Profitable Value,
High BM and ROA rank
Concentrated
& ΔAWI (0.1%) rank
24.06%
(Q4)
Unprofitable
Low BM and ROA rank
Glamour,
& ΔAWI (0.1%) rank
-0.48%
Dispersed
(Q1)
High-Low
High-Low
24.54%***
Concentrated
High ΔAWI_0.1% - low
– Dispersed
ΔAWI_0.1% within
2.34%
Profitable
high BM & ROA
Value
portfolio
Panel B. Profitable value & ΔAWI for 1% shareholders
Profitable Value,
High BM and ROA rank
27.55%
Concentrated
& ΔAWI (1%) rank
(Q4)
Unprofitable
Low BM and ROA rank
1.36%
Glamour,
& ΔAWI (1%) rank
Dispersed
(Q1)
High-Low
High-Low
26.19%***
Concentrated
High ΔAWI_1% - low
– Dispersed
ΔAWI_1% within
14.73%***
Profitable
high BM & ROA
Value
portfolio
Panel C: Profitable value & increases/decreases in HFI
Profitable Value,
High BM and ROA
23.75%
Increased
rank, and Δ HFI >0
Own.
Concentration
Unprofitable
Low BM and ROA rank,
1.25%
Glamour,
and Δ HFI <=0
Increased
Own.
Dispersion
High-Low
High-low
22.51%***
Increased Own.
Positive ΔHFI - low
Concentration
ΔHFI within high
– Increased
BM & ROA portfolio
Own.
4.25%
Dispersion
within
Profitable
Value

Marketadjusted
returns
(12 month
buy and
hold
return,
May-April)
(2)

CAPM
alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April )

Carhart
four factor
alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April )

Obs.

(3)

(4)

(5)

9.10%

7.78%

8.69%

92

-14.46%

-13.77%

-3.19%

97

23.57%***

21.55%***

11.87%*

189

6.47%

3.62%

7.72%

165

10.01%

8.87%

7.46%

97

-13.98%

-13.41%

-1.29%

95

23.98%***

22.28%***

8.75%

192

12.56%**

9.41%**

9.14%

165

7.00%

6.35%

8.06%

94

-11.71%

-12.20%

-3.89%

99

18.72%***

18.55%***

11.95%*

193

6.81%

5.39%

3.45%

170

*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels based on two-sample t-tests, respectively.
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Table 4. Multivariate analysis
This table shows regressions of market-adjusted stock returns on book-to-market, ROA, size, momentum, and change
in AWI. The sample consists of Finnish listed OMXH main list firms (excluding banks and insurance companies)
over a ten-year period. Columns 1-3 show regressions on all firms, columns 4-6 value firms (above median), and
columns 7-9 profitable value (above median) firms. Market-adjusted returns are measured over the period May year
t to April year t+1. Accounting and valuation variables are measured at end of year t-1 (1996-2005). The change in
AWI (average weight index) is measured from year-end t-2 to t-1 and is calculated for all (ΔAWI), 0.1% shareholders
ΔAWI_0.1%, or 1% shareholders (ΔAWI_1%) depending on the model. Panel A uses a pooled OLS model, while
Panel B uses a firm fixed effects model. Robust standard errors that control for firm clustering (Petersen, 2009) are in
parentheses below the coefficient estimates.
All firms
(1)
Ln(Book-tomarket)
Ln(MVE)
ROA
Momentum
ΔAWI
ΔAWI_0.1%

Intercept

Ln(Book-tomarket)
Ln(MVE)
ROA
Momentum
ΔAWI
ΔAWI_0.1%

(3)

(4)
(5)
Panel A: OLS

(6)

(8)

(9)

0.106***

0.116***

0.112***

0.170***

0.183***

0.194***

0.0991

0.113*

0.116*

(0.0239)
0.00965
(0.00917)
0.00369
(0.00255)
0.0321
(0.0558)

(0.0244)
0.0101
(0.00920)
0.00362
(0.00248)
0.0488
(0.0553)

(0.0632)
0.0213
(0.0151)
0.00961***
(0.00359)
-0.114
(0.0834)
2.029***
(0.571)

(0.0627)
0.0149
(0.0149)
0.0100***
(0.00362)
-0.0880
(0.0826)

(0.0603)
0.0175
(0.0148)
0.00870**
(0.00401)
-0.0485
(0.0821)

(0.0651)
0.0176
(0.0129)
0.00482
(0.00489)
0.0525
(0.0924)
1.858***
(0.567)

(0.0628)
0.0138
(0.0129)
0.00451
(0.00487)
0.0628
(0.0915)

(0.0676)
0.0164
(0.0129)
0.00576
(0.00553)
0.0920
(0.0890)

-0.112
(0.117)
669
0.059

0.896***
(0.241)
-0.112
(0.116)
669
0.052

0.482***
(0.171)
-0.121
(0.116)
669
0.049

1.531***
(0.358)

-0.271
-0.212
(0.177)
(0.176)
345
345
0.100
0.112
Panel B: Firm fixed effects
(4)
(5)

0.725**
(0.304)
-0.243
(0.176)
345
0.092

-0.201
(0.173)
334
0.056

1.053***
(0.306)
-0.164
(0.171)
334
0.056

0.505**
(0.223)
-0.214
(0.176)
334
0.046

(1)

(2)

(3)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

0.161*

0.177**

0.191**

0.500***

0.486***

0.534***

0.448***

0.461***

0.483***

(0.0879)
-0.131
(0.0877)
-0.00305
(0.00410)
-0.101*
(0.0580)
1.631***
(0.596)

(0.0835)
-0.124
(0.0860)
-0.00228
(0.00418)
-0.0978*
(0.0581)

(0.0869)
-0.114
(0.0882)
-0.00207
(0.00415)
-0.0722
(0.0593)

(0.104)
0.128
(0.0832)
0.00964*
(0.00513)
-0.208**
(0.0912)
1.253**
(0.567)

(0.109)
0.107
(0.0865)
0.00963*
(0.00513)
-0.189**
(0.0836)

(0.101)
0.149*
(0.0854)
0.00911
(0.00622)
-0.164*
(0.0856)

(0.113)
0.0174
(0.0887)
0.00890
(0.00623)
-0.0255
(0.111)
1.629**
(0.623)

(0.118)
0.0223
(0.0901)
0.00861
(0.00639)
-0.0169
(0.112)

(0.117)
0.0390
(0.0895)
0.0103
(0.00752)
0.0175
(0.107)

669
0.140
120

669
0.137
120

345
0.167
83

345
0.180
83

334
0.165
88

334
0.174
88

ΔAWI_1%
Observations
R2
#Firms

(2)

Profitable
value
(7)

(0.0246)
0.0106
(0.00929)
0.00342
(0.00252)
0.0204
(0.0553)
1.671***
(0.517)

ΔAWI_1%

Observations
R2

Value

0.967***
(0.278)

0.491**
(0.206)
669
0.132
120

1.149***
(0.378)

0.467
(0.323)
345
0.166
83

1.045***
(0.354)

*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance based on robust standard errors that control for firm-level clustering at the
10, 5, and 1 percent levels, respectively.
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Table 5. Risk
This table shows mean values of risk-related measures for stocks in various portfolios sorted based on information on value, quality, and portfolio concentration. The sample consists of Finnish listed OMXH main list firms
(excluding banks and insurance companies) over a ten-year period. Portfolios are formed in the end of April in
year t each year (1997-2006). The change in AWI (average weight index) is measured from year-end t-2 to t-1.
Column 1 shows standard deviation of annual raw returns for individual stocks Mayt-Aprilt+1. Column 2 shows
CAPM β for the portfolios using monthly returns Mayt-1-Aprilt. Column 3 shows average standard deviations of
past 5-year (t-4 - t) ROA for stocks in portfolios. Q4 is the highest quarter and Q1 is the lowest quarter each year,
respectively. Panels A, C and E use data on all shareholders to calculate AWI in a firm, whereas Panel F uses
data on at least 1% shareholdings to calculate AWI.
Strategy

Description

Standard
deviation of
raw annual
returns
(1)

Panel A. Concentrated vs. dispersed
Concentrated
High ΔAWI quartile rank
0.4160
(Q3, Q4)
Dispersed
Low ΔAWI quartile rank
0.4559
(Q1, 2)
High-Low
High ΔAWI quartile rank
-0.0398
(Q3, Q4)
Panel B. Value stocks vs. glamour stocks
Value
High BM rank (Q4)
0.3540
Glamour
Low BM rank (Q1)
0.5536
Value-Glamour
High-Low
-0.1996
Panel C. Value stocks by high and low ΔAWI
Concentrated Value
High BM rank (Q4) &
0.3318
high ΔAWI (Q3, Q4)
Dispersed Glamour
Low BM rank (Q1) &
0.5199
low ΔAWI (Q1, Q2)
High-Low
High-Low
-0.1881
Panel D. Profitable value
Profitable Value
High BM & ROA rank
0.3529
(Q4)
Unprofitable GlaLow BM & ROA rank
0.5252
mour
(Q1)
High - Low
High-Low
-0.1723
Panel E. Profitable value and concentration
Profitable Value,
High BM & ROA rank
0.3678
Concentrated
(Q4) & high ΔAWI (Q3,
Q4)
Unprofitable GlaLow BM & ROA rank
0.5671
mour, Dispersed
(Q1) & low ΔAWI rank
(Q1, Q2)
High-Low
High-Low
-0.1993
Panel F. Profitable value and concentration (1% shareholders)
Profitable Value,
High BM & ROA rank
0.3682
Concentrated
(Q4) & high ΔAWI_1%
(Q3, Q4)
Unprofitable GlaLow BM & ROA rank
0.5411
mour, Dispersed
(Q1) & low ΔAWI_1%
(Q1, Q2)
High-Low
High-Low
-0.1729

CAPM β
(systematic
risk)

Observations

(2)

Standard
deviation
of 5-year
ROA
(3)

0.7305

4.9954

345

0.8058

5.1657

351

-0.0753

-0.1703

0.5833
1.0317
-0.4484***

3.9194
7.6372
-3.7178***

181
188

0.5728

3.7903

84

1.0384

7.4729

90

-0.4656***

-3.6826***

0.6014

4.2606

170

0.9552

7.5974

192

-0.3537***

-3.3368***

0.5882

4.2428

94

0.9422

7.8770

95

-0.3540***

-3.6342***

0.5822

4.0832

97

1.0457

7.3131

94

-0.4635***

-3.2298***

(4)

*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels based on two-sample t-tests for
columns 2 and 3, respectively.
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Table 6. Investment Returns to Value, Quality, and Portfolio Concentration Using Alternative Data Partitions
This table shows the investment returns in percentage to investing strategies using data on Finnish listed OMXH main list firms
(excluding banks and insurance companies) over a ten-year period. Portfolios are formed in the end of April in year t each year
(1997-2006). Accounting and valuation variables are measured at end of year t-1. The change in AWI (average weight index) is
measured from year-end t-2 to t-1. Stock returns are measured over the period May year t to April year t+1. Panel A shows the
returns to portfolios ranked by value and F-score with and without ΔAWI screens. Panels B and C split the portfolios into large and
small firms based on median market value of equity (MVE). Panels D and E split the portfolios in Panel D based on median liquidity
measured by share turnover in euro). Panels F and G split the portfolios based on the number of analysts following the firm (above
or below median). Panel H and I show returns for pure quality and quality combined with data on changes in portfolio concentration, respectively.
Strategy

Description

Panel A. Combined value and F-score rank
Quality cheaply
High BM & F-score rank
quartile (Q4)
Low quality expenLow BM & F-score rank
sively
quartile (Q1)
High-Low
Quality cheaply, concentrated
Low quality expensively, dispersed
High-Low
Concentrated –
Dispersed Cheap
F-score

High BM & F-score
rank quartile (Q4) +
high ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q3, Q4)
Low BM & F-score
rank quartile (Q1) +
low ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q1, Q2)

Raw return
(12 month
buy and
hold return,
May-April)

Market-adjusted returns
(12 month
buy and
hold return,
May-April)

CAPM alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April)

Carhart four Observations
factor alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

19.40%

3.57%

4.64%

3.43%

137

3.18%

-12.04%

-10.63%

-3.03%

148

16.22%***

15.61%***

15.27%***

6.46%

285

22.52%

11.85%

8.90%

7.47%

71

2.82%

-10.72%

-8.89%

8.40%

78

22.57%***
17.18%***

17.79%***
8.84%

-0.93%
8.37%

149
137

9.80%

7.16%

2.82%

30

-20.08%

-15.74%

1.78%

47

29.88%***

22.90%***

1.05%

77

6.56%

6.58%

11.41%

64

-5.45%

-12.47%

-10.61%

48

12.01%

19.05%***

22.01%**

112

8.81%

4.78%

-3.42%

23

-16.27%

-17.82%

2.77%

60

25.08%**

22.60%**

-6.19%

83

19.70%*
High ΔAWI (Q3, Q4)6.47%
low ΔAWI (Q1, Q2) within High BM & F-score
rank quartile (Q4)
Panel B. Profitable value & high/low ΔAWI for large firms
Profitable Value, IncHigh BM & ROA rank
26.55%
reased Concentration
quartile (Q3, Q4) + high
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q3,
Q4)
Unprofitable Glamour,
Low BM & ROA rank
-9.05%
Increased Dispersion
quartile (Q1, Q2) + low
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q1,
Q2)
High-Low
35.60%***
Panel C. Profitable value & high/low ΔAWI for small firms
Profitable Value, IncHigh BM & ROA rank
20.18%
reased Concentration
quartile (Q3, Q4) + high
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q3,
Q4)
Unprofitable Glamour,
Low BM & ROA rank
9.55%
Increased Dispersion
quartile (Q1, Q2) + low
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q1,
Q2)
High-Low
10.63%
Panel D. Profitable value & high/low ΔAWI for high liquidity
Profitable Value, IncHigh BM & ROA rank
26.49%
reased Concentration
quartile (Q4) + high
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q3,
Q4)
Unprofitable Glamour,
Low BM & ROA rank
-6.93%
Increased Dispersion
quartile (Q1) + low
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q1,
Q2)
High-Low
33.42%**
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Raw return
(12 month
buy and
hold return,
May-April)

Market-adjusted returns
(12 month
buy and
hold return,
May-April)

CAPM alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April)

Carhart four Observations
factor alpha
(monthly
data (x12),
May-April)

20.83%

7.20%

7.40%

12.58%

71

12.84%

-6.56%

-7.71%

-16.91%

35

15.11%***

29.49%***

106

7.34%

-0.88%

26

-15.33%

-7.05%

47

22.67%**

6.17%

73

6.62%

13.49%

60

-13.53%

-1.43%

45

20.15%***

14.91%

105

-5.08%
-10.30%
5.22%

2.03%
-8.71%
10.74%**

180
194
374

-1.55%

-2.63%

91

-11.30%

-7.00%

116

9.75%*

4.37%

207

Panel E. Profitable value & high/low ΔAWI for low liquidity
Profitable Value, Increased Concentration
Unprofitable Glamour,
Increased Dispersion

High BM & ROA rank
quartile (Q3, Q4) + high
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q3,
Q4)
Low BM & ROA rank
quartile (Q1, Q2) + low
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q1,
Q2)

High-Low
7.99%
13.75%*
Panel F. Profitable value & high/low ΔAWI for firms with high analyst coverage
Profitable Value, IncHigh BM & ROA rank
25.00%
11.47%
reased Concentration
quartile (Q 3, Q4) +
high ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q3, Q4)
Unprofitable Glamour,
Low BM & ROA rank
-3.04%
-14.37%
Increased Dispersion
quartile (Q1, Q2) + low
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q1,
Q2)
High-Low
28.04%**
25.84%**
Panel G. Profitable value & high/low ΔAWI for firms with low analyst coverage
Profitable Value, IncHigh BM & ROA rank
20.75%
20.75%
reased Concentration
quartile (Q3, Q4) + high
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q3,
Q4)
Unprofitable Glamour,
Low BM & ROA rank
3.27%
3.27%
Increased Dispersion
quartile (Q1, Q2) + low
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q1,
Q2)
High-Low
17.48%*
17.48%**
Panel H. High vs. low quality stocks
High Quality
(ROA Q4)
10.72%
-4.05%
Low Quality
(ROA Q1)
5.24%
-9.60%
High-Low
5.48%
5.55%
Panel I. Quality by high and low ΔAWI
Profitable, concentProfitable (ROA Q4),
17.63%
2.36%
rated
concentrated (high
ΔAWI quartile rank (Q3,
Q4))
Unprofitable,
Unprofitable (ROA Q1),
4.29%
-10.89%
dispersed
dispersed (low ΔAWI
quartile rank (Q1, Q2))
High-Low
13.34%**
13.24%**

*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels based on two-sample t-tests, respectively.
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Appendix 1. Spearman Correlation Analysis
This table shows spearman correlations for main variables used in the study. The sample covers Finnish
listed firms (excluding banks and insurance companies). Accounting and valuation variables are measured at
end of year t-1 (1996-2005). The change in AWI (average weight index) for all, 0.1%, and 1% shareholders is
measured from year-end t-2 to t-1, respectively. The change in HFI is the change in the Herfindahl index of all
shareholdings in a firm from year-end t-2 to t-1. ROA is defined as earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)
divided by total assets in year t-1. Book-to-market is the book value of shareholders’ equity divided by the market
capitalization of the firm’s shares in year-end t-1. Stock returns are measured over the period May year t to April
year t+1 (see Section 3.3 for details). The number of firms is 126. The number of observations varies due to data
availability (see Table 1).
3

ΔAWI
ΔAWI_0.1%
ΔAWI_1%
Δ HFI
ROA

1
1.0000
0.4239*
0.2676*
0.1923*
0.0295

2

1
2
3
4
5

1.0000
0.4783*
0.1360*
0.0387

1.0000
0.1396*
0.0096

1.0000
-0.0500

1.0000

6

Book-to-Market

0.1121*

0.0125

0.0664*

0.0522

-0.3895*

1.0000

7

Raw return (12 month buy and
hold return, May-April)
Market-adjusted returns (12
month buy and hold return,
May-April)
CAPM alpha (monthly data),
May-April )
Carhart four factor alpha
(monthly data, May-April )

0.1616*

0.0710*

0.0754*

0.0885*

-0.0267

0.1166*

1.0000

0.1785*

0.1309*

0.1195*

0.0350

0.0057

0.1459*

0.7964*

1.0000

0.1614*

0.0996*

0.0511

0.0319

-0.0123

0.1776*

0.7636*

0.7885*

1.0000

0.0351

0.0289

0.0198

0.0125

0.0647*

0.0698*

0.3461*

0.4871*

0.6479*

8
9
100

*Indicates significance at the 10 % level.
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Appendix 2. Investment Returns to Value, Quality, and Portfolio Concentration Using Sub-Periods
This table shows the investment returns in percentage to value investing strategies using data on Finnish listed OMXH main list
firms (excluding banks and insurance companies). Portfolios are formed at the end of April in year t+1 during a ten-year period
(1997-2006). Accounting and valuation variables are measured at end of year t-1 (1996-2005). The change in AWI (average weight
index) is measured from year-end t-2 to t-1. Stock returns are measured over the period May year t to April year t+1. Panels A
through C show returns for high/low quartile portfolios formed based on combinations of book-to-market, ROA, and ΔAWI for the
sub periods 1997-2000, 2001-2003, and 2004-2006.
Strategy

Description

Raw return (12
month buy and
hold return,
May-April)

Market-adjusted
returns (12 month
buy and hold
return, May-April)

CAPM alpha
(monthly data
(x12),
May-April )

Carhart
four factor
alpha (monthly
data (x12),
May-April )

Observations

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

6.86%

3.60%

2.82%

10.71%

38

-16.21%

-20.18%

-23.25%

6.83%

38

23.07%**

23.78%**

26.08%***

3.88%

76

Panel A. Combined B/M, ROA rank & high/low ΔAWI, period 1997-2000
Profitable Value,
Concentrated
Unprofitable
Glamour, Dispersed

High BM & ROA rank quartile
(Q4) + high ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q3, Q4)
Low BM & ROA rank quartile
(Q1) + low ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q1, Q2)

High-Low

Panel B. Combined B/M, ROA rank & high/low ΔAWI, period 2001-2003
Profitable Value,
Concentrated

High BM & ROA rank quartile
(Q4) + high ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q3, Q4)

28.33%

17.00%

11.32%

19.08%

32

Unprofitable
Glamour, Dispersed

Low BM & ROA rank quartile
(Q1) + low ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q1, Q2)

12.39%

6.61%

2.49%

8.72%

34

15.95%

10.39%

8.83%

10.37%

66

High-Low

Panel C. Combined B/M, ROA rank & high/low ΔAWI, period 2004-2006
Profitable Value,
Concentrated

High BM & ROA rank quartile
(Q4) + high ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q3, Q4)

38.37%

1.38%

6.92%

-8.45%

24

Unprofitable
Glamour, Dispersed

Low BM & ROA rank quartile
(Q1) + low ΔAWI quartile rank
(Q1, Q2)

9.91%

-28.83%

-23.47%

-42.68%

23

28.46%**

30.21%**

30.39%***

34.23%**

47

High-Low

*, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels based on two-sample t-tests, respectively.
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Abstract
The main stream of research on HR competencies has focused on identifying generic and universal skills.
This trend has attracted many followers, and numerous HR competence models have been created during
the past twenty years. New ideals and roles for HR, such as being a ‘business partner’ and ‘strategic partner’,
have been developed. However, instead of focusing on these, we concentrated on contextual factors and
their significance in realising new HR roles. In our case study of one large corporation operating in the
service and retail sector, we found that cultural and contextual factors greatly aﬀected the realization
of the strategic potential of HR practitioners. These practitioners performed well in their traditional
‘administrative role’, but this could be seen as a barrier to forming or taking up a new strategic position.
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1. Introduction
To be seen and valued as ‘strategic’ and a
‘business partner’ is the desire of most organizations’ HR functions. Although this aim
has been discussed in numerous studies over
many years (see e.g. Ulrich et al. 1995; Ulrich
1996), we believe that the discussion should
be ongoing, as HR practitioners continue to
face this challenge. Gaining a strategic position and a business partner role is seen generally as being built on HR competencies. The
discussion around this emerged in the 1990s,
and it has led to enormous growth in HR competence models; however, there have been
reports of the intrinsic limitations in their effectiveness to create real partnerships, and of
the powerful influence of contextual factors
(Caldwell 2008). It also appears that everybody knows what HR should be (strategic
and a business partner), but still HR is often
bogged down its traditional administrative
role.
The development of HR competencies
has been followed by the worldwide Human
Resource Competence Study (HRCS), which
involves thousands of HR professionals every
five years (Brockbank et al. 2012). Thus, in
this article, we review the strategic role of HR
by examining perceptions of HR competencies. However, we presume that it is not only
competencies that make HR strategic, which
is why we also examine elements such as HR
culture and HR organization to understand
their role in gaining strategic power for HR.
We believe the position of HR in a decentralized or centralized organization structure is
one particularly important contextual factor
in this respect.
The strategicness of HR should also be reviewed in connection with what is perceived
as strategic within the organization in case.
Human resource issues are not self-evidently
seen as strategic in managerial practice, although their importance is celebrated in
annual reports. Sometimes, only those issues
discussed in the formal strategy process are
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regarded as strategic, and issues of strategic
importance emerging from everyday work
are overlooked. The dominance of this macro-level orientation to strategy has resulted
in losing sight of the human being. However,
from the beginning of 2000, a research trend
called ‘strategy as practice’ has diverged from
the macro level and strategy process-focused
research to review all action and practices that
may have strategic meaning (Johnson et al.
2003; Johnson et al. 2007; Jarzabkowski 2005;
Jarzabkowski et al. 2007; Whittington 2003).
This trend may also allow for assessing the
strategic importance of everyday HR issues.

2. The perspectives and research
questions
This article focuses on reviewing the competencies and strategic role of modern HR from
the following perspectives: (1) what is the
strategic role of HR in light of the most recent
research, and how do the perceptions of HR
practitioners and top management relate to
that in our research case? (2) how is the strategy (seen from perspective of core competencies) of the research organization perceived by
top management and HR, and is this aﬀecting
the chances of reaching a mutual understanding and common ‘strategic language’? (3) how
does HR see and define its actual and desired
strategic role? and (4) how does the top management see and define the actual and desired
strategic role of HR? These perspectives and
questions are illustrated in Figure 1.
The first discussion relates the latest
HR competence models to the views of top
management and HR practitioners in this research. To form a picture of the mainstream
conceptions of the HR models we will introduce some, and form our own, interpretations
in creating an HR competence model to be
applied in this research. Thereafter we will
consider the informants’ interpretations of
the core competencies of the research organization; these interpretations could also relate
to the latest findings of competence-based
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Theory
perspective on
HR competencies

Context:
HR organization
(centralized vs.
decentralized)

1

1

1

Strategy
content
2

HR’s
view

Top
management’s
view

3–4

HR’s strategic role

strategy conceptions (the dotted arrow), but
this is outside the frame of this research. The
strategic role of HR in the organization will
then be discussed from the perspective of the
top management and the HR practitioners, a
discussion that involves the perceptions and
expectations of both parties of HR’s competencies and possibilities to act as a business partner. Boyatzis (1982, p. 21) defined competency
as “an underlying characteristic of an employee
(i.e., a motive, trait, skill, aspect of one’s self-image, social role, or a body of knowledge) which results in superior performance”. This view can also
be applied to HR practitioners. To expand the
idea, it could be argued that HR competency
can be seen as embedded in the organization,
forming an HR culture where certain things
are left in the hands of HR practitioners and
some other things are not. We hypothesize
that views on HR’s strategic role will depend
on two essential factors: first, the (perceived/
imagined) HR competency and HR culture
(how things are handled here), and second, the
degree of centralization or decentralization of
HR activities. This latter perspective leads us
to review the strategic role of HR with regard
to diﬀerent levels of strategies as well, that is,
with regard to the concern or group strategy
and to the business strategies of diﬀerent

Figure 1. Different perspectives on the role and
competencies of HR and
the strategy content of the
organization

business units. The ‘strategy perspective’ also
reflects the relation and partnership between
top management and HR; for instance, what
is the role of HR in creating and implementing group-, regional- and business unit-level
strategies, and how are integrated HR strategies and development projects initiated and
implemented? A matrix for scrutinizing these
relations is presented in Figure 2.
The matrix specifies our previous research
questions three and four about the strategic
roles, as follows: (1) what is the role of centralized HR in group-level strategy issues? (2)
what is the role of decentralized HR in grouplevel strategy issues? (3) what is the role of
centralized HR in business-level strategy issues? and (4) what is the role of decentralized
HR in business-level strategy issues? We shall
fill in the matrix based on general-level observations to reflect our interview data as we
present the results.

3. Contemporary HR competencies
and the changing role of HR
3.1 Trends and driving forces aﬀecting
HR’s strategic position
Some contemporary trends can be seen to
aﬀect the strategic role of HR – either increas-
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Strategy perspective
Concern/group Business unit
1
2
Centralized
1

HR role11

HR role12

HR role21

HR role22

HR
Decentralized
2

Figure 2. A matrix for scrutinizing
HR roles in centralized and decentralized contexts

ing or decreasing HR’s strategic position. It
can be argued that the overall increase in the
significance of knowledge, and in organizations becoming more knowledge intensive,
strengthens the position of HR, especially
HRD (human resource development). In a
knowledge-intensive company, employee
loyalty is almost as important as customer
loyalty; employees are not easily dispensable, and organizations are more dependent
on their human resources and competencies
(Cunha 2002). Strategies are based more on
organizations’ own resources and their development (resource-based view [RBV]) (cf. Amit
& Schoemaker 1993; Barney 1991, 2001; Collis
& Montgomery 1995; Prahalad & Hamel 1990).
Another trend aﬀecting HR’s position is
the competence shift from reactive problem
solver (mostly in employment-related issues)
to proactive change consultant and adviser.
As competency in implementing strategic
change is one of the most critical success
factors in organizations, HR’s contribution
to this implementation strengthens its position. It is assumed here that knowledge of
conducting change processes is one of the
core competencies of modern HRM in most
contexts: “HR practitioners who are unable to
function as change agents will inevitably create a
barrier against their becoming a well-integrated
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strategic partner. Therefore, the role of change
agent also mediates the relationship between
certain HR competencies and organizational performance” (Long et al. 2013, p. 2019). This same
conclusion has been drawn in many other
studies (see e.g. Ulrich 1996; Alfes et al. 2010).
However, it appears two general developments may undermine the HRM professional’s power base, not only with regard to
change but also more generally. First, structural changes in HRM service production are
being made by the outsourcing of non-core
operational tasks (Stroh & Treehuboﬀ 2003).
Outsourcing takes the decisions further away
from the organizational reality and may dilute
the awareness of how people feel when HR
policies and practices are implemented. This
necessarily aﬀects HRM’s strategic role, and
may erode its power base. On the other hand,
it can be argued that outsourcing the routine
operational work may leave more space to
perform strategic tasks. Second, partly due to
cost cutting by reducing the number of personnel in non-line functions, devolving and
delegating the HRM activities to be executed
by line managers necessarily changes HRM’s
role (Kulik & Bainbridge 2006). Companies’
financial diﬃculties and cost cutting may also
result in an overall reduction of HR resources,
thus directing HR activities to simply surviv-
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ing. Again, this trend can be seen as an opportunity for line managers to deliver and implement important HR practices eﬀectively,
and strategies for involving line managers in
HR issues have been developed (Trullen et al.
2016). Both of these trends also aﬀect HR’s role
by involving it in developmental tasks, and
thereby change its strategic position.
In connection to what is said above, Sheehan et al. (2014a) saw these developments
as being related to HR’s power base, which
consists of the power of resources, the power
of processes and the power of meanings. Put
briefly, the power of resources means the
power gained through HR competence (e.g.
competence that is indispensable for the organization); the power of processes means
access to and influence on important processes (e.g. being a member of the top management team); and the power of meaning
involves constructing an HR position by using
symbols, rituals and language (e.g. ‘corridor
power’, the signalled value of where you sit
and whom you talk with in respect to the top
management). It is argued that HR could benefit from building on these value bases (Sheehan et al. 2014a).
One ongoing trend in organizations is
the increasing diversity and challenges raised
by multicultural issues. Strategic human resource management (SHRM) may successfully
contribute to cultural change challenges (Molineux 2013) and at the same time strengthen
its resource-based value base (referring to
Sheehan above). More vague is how HR is
organized in terms of how centralized vs. decentralized HR aﬀects the possibilities for HR
to gain strategic importance, and this will be
examined in this article.

3.2 Strategic HR: Competencies and the
strategic role of HR
To look more deeply into the strategic positioning of HR in our research case, we examined the roles and competencies of modern
HR in light of the latest research findings.

A Strategic role for HR: is it a competence issue?

Extensive mappings of HR competencies have
been published quite recently (e.g. Ulrich et al.
2015, with their synthesis of HR competency
models). In this article, we will not cover all of
these models; rather, we present only some to
give an idea of where the greatest emphasis is
placed (see Table 1).
In terms of competence, there were many
overlapping categories, partly due to the extensive work of Dave Ulrich and the impact of
this on the scientific discussion of HR competencies. The competency categories were very
general, and in further analysis they opened
up into many more precise competencies;
the lists of generic competencies have been
criticized for not taking into account the interdependent and situational nature of the
competencies (Lo et al. 2015).
It is also important to notice that the descriptions of the competencies and roles were
often combined, meaning the relations between competencies and roles remained undefined. We see here that simply performing
successfully in a role demands certain competencies. For instance, ‘change agent’ is a role
that demands great understanding of human
behaviour during a change – change-specific
competencies; the same concerns, e.g. ‘administrative expert’ and ‘functional expert’,
require HR-specific knowledge and competencies.
The third important point is that the desirable personality traits of an HR practitioner
were characterized in the competence models. This meant competencies were perceived
in a broad way, and using Boyatzis’ definition
above also included such things as motives,
traits, skills, aspects of one’s self-image and
social roles; ‘personal credibility’ is an example of this. Finally, it has also been argued that
no one plays all the roles to the same degree,
and at times when one role dominates, the
HR professional may lose credibility. If the HR
practitioner is viewed as being too focused on
‘administrative compliance’ or as adopting
a bias towards ‘employee advocacy’, there
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Table 1. HR competencies and roles
Competency/role

Reference

Knowledge of the business
Functional expertise
Management of change

Ulrich et al. 1995;
Yeung et al. 1996

Strategic partner
Change agent
Administrative expert
Employee champion

Ulrich 1996

Strategic contribution
Knowledge of the business
Personal credibility
HR delivery
HR technology

Ulrich & Brockbank 2003

Business partner, strategic partner
Administrative expert, functional expert
Employee champion, employee advocate
Change agent
Human capital developer
HR leader

Ulrich 1997; Legge 2005;
Ulrich & Brockbank 2005

Business knowledge
Culture management
Relationship skills
HR development skills

Long et al. 2013; Boselie &
Paauwe 2004; Brockbank &
Ulrich 2003; Heisler 2003;
Clemente 2003; Kelly &
Gennard 1996; Ulrich et al.
2008; Ketter 2006; Werner &
DeSimone 2009

Delivery of clerical and administrative services
Business partner
Strategic partner

Lawier & Boudreau 2009

Strategic management
Business knowledge
Management talent
Employee relations
Quality of work-family life
Information technology

Payne 2010

Strategic positioner
Credible activist
Capability builder
Change champion
HR innovator and integrator
Technology proponent

Brockbank et al. 2012

HR technical expertise and practice
Relationship management
Consultation

Cohen 2015
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may be an increase in cynicism about the HR
function, and this may block communication
(Sheehan et al. 2014b).
In this research, we called for the ‘latest
research findings’ on HR competencies. For
that purpose, we did not try to synthesize the
competencies in Table 1, but chose the competence model used by the HRCS (Brockbank
et al. 2012) to apply here when reviewing our
empirical data. Based on the latest round of
HRCS, the six domains (i.e. statistical factors)
of competencies presented in Table 1 are explained in more detail as follows (Brockbank
et al. 2012):
1. Strategic positioner. The role consists of understanding the business logic and underlying competitive dynamics of the market
they serve, including customer, competitor
and supplier trends. They understand the
visions and critical success factors of the
future, and participate in developing customer-focused business strategies.
2. Credible activist. Human resources professionals who are perceived as ‘credible activists’ “do what they say they will do”. They
are capable of building personal trust and
“positive chemistry” with key stakeholders,
and are clear and confident in their communication. They can clearly see the importance of HR in driving business results.
3. Capability builder. An eﬀective HR professional contributes to creating a strong organization by identifying and developing
that organization’s capabilities. Capabilities are part of the organization’s culture,
and include innovation, speed, customer
focus, eﬃciency and the creation of meaning and purpose at work. “HR professionals
can help line managers create meaning so
that the capability of the organization reflects the deeper values of the employees.”
4. Change champion. Eﬀective HR professionals are able to develop their organizations’
capacity for change and to build the case
for change based on the market and business reality. They are able to overcome
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resistance to change by engaging key
stakeholders. Furthermore, they are able to
sustain change by ensuring the availability
of the necessary resources, including time,
people, capital and information, and by
capturing the lessons of success and learnings from failure.
5. HR innovator and integrator. Human resources professionals are able to integrate
HR practices around a few, but critical,
business issues. They can unify the diﬀerent sub-processes within HR departments
to form an integrated whole that pulls in
the same direction. Human resources professionals ensure that the desired business
results are prioritized clearly and precisely.
They also ensure that the necessary organization capabilities and HR practices are
powerfully conceptualized and operationalized, and so help the collective HR practices to reach the “tipping point” of impact
on business results.
6. Technology proponent. The upheaval of technology is having a pronounced impact on
the HR profession. For many years, HR professionals have applied technology and HR
information systems to the basic HR work.
In this round of HRCS, a dramatic change
was evident in the implications of technology for HR professionals, as two new categories emerged. First, HR professionals are
applying social networking technology to
help people stay connected with each other
within the organization and with people
and stakeholders outside the organizations
(especially customers). Second, HR practitioners are seen to play an increasingly
important role in the management of information. This role involves both levering
the information and knowledge into key
decisions and ensuring that the decisions
are communicated clearly. This emerging
new competency will add to HR’s strategic
importance.
These competencies and roles are seen to sum
up and reflect the ‘latest research findings’ on
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HR, and at the same time the modern idea of
HR competencies. All six competencies above
were discussed from the business perspective,
and the traditional administrative and functional skills were seen in light of the business.
This is in line with Ulrich’s original definition
of business partnering, which means integrating business strategy with people management practices (Ulrich et al. 1995; Ulrich 1997;
Losey 1999; Ulrich & Brockbank 2005; Ramlall
2006).

3.3 It is time to split HR?
Another hypothesized perspective relates to
the prevailing HR culture, namely whether
HR is perceived as a reactive problem solver
in emerging personnel problems or as a
proactive developer and change agent. This
distinction leads us to categorize HR as ‘administrative HR’ (cf. ‘administrative experts’,
Ulrich 1997) and as ‘developmental HR’ (cf.
‘human resource development skills’ and
‘change agent’, Ulrich 1997). Charan (2014, p.
33) refers to this same idea in his statement
on whether ‘it’s time to split HR’: “Most of them
[chief human resource oﬃcers] are process-oriented generalists who have expertise in personnel
benefits, compensation, and labor relations. […]
What they can’t do very well is relate HR to real-world business needs. […] they have great diﬃculty analyzing why people – or whole parts of the
organization – aren’t meeting the business’s performance goals.” When splitting HR, Charan refers to half as HR-A (for administration, which
would primarily manage compensation and
benefits) and the other half as HR-LO (for
leadership and organization, which would
focus on improving the people capabilities of
the business).
This distinction also emerges from practical observations of HR cultures in diﬀerent
industries, and this is ‘tested’ in this research.
Of particular interest is whether the proposed
‘process oriented generalist’ role is an issue
related to HR practitioners’ competence or
rather a sign of an HR culture where the man-
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agement does not expect a strategic contribution and thus does not support the development of HR to handle more strategic tasks.
Whatever the reason, we believe that assuming a strong productional or administrative
HR role will hinder the development of a real
‘business partnership’ that demands a more
creative approach and a wider perspective.
As we have adapted more of an organization culture view, rather than focusing on
competence, in this discussion we are not reviewing HR competencies separately or going
further to define every single competence,
and will examine our research case using our
dichotomy (administrative vs. developmental
HR); however, we add the strategic element
to both HR competence areas. According to
our hypothesized role of the impact of diﬀerent-level strategies on HR’s strategic position,
we consider that both competence areas
might have strategic relevance, but that this
may appear diﬀerently when looking from
diﬀerent strategic levels (group or business
level). This idea is illustrated in Figure 3. Our
‘split’ of HR roughly follows the principles
above, with some required adjustments. First,
allocating a functional HR task to either of the
boxes depends on which features of the action
are emphasized. For instance, recruitment can
be seen administratively as a production process or as an important tool for renewing the
competence base and culture of the organization. Second, recognizing the strategically important HR items among all ‘operative items’
is diﬃcult. Picking up recruitment again, it
can be seen as one of the most important
strategic issues or a routine task, depending
on the business phase and personnel group.
Third, there are also generic competencies
other than strategic competencies, and not all
generic competencies are necessarily strategic;
for instance, ‘business acumen’ may also imply
an everyday understanding of the business,
which is needed to survive in ordinary HR jobs.
Human resources practitioners see a lack
of HR competence as a serious issue; recent
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Group / concern level
strategy perspective

1

Functional HR competences
’Administrative HR competences’
• employee code
• collective agreement
• salaries, compensation
1.1
• etc.

’Developmental HR competences’
• change management
• HRD, recruiting
• wellbeing at work
1.2
• etc.

Business / unit level strategy
perspective
2

Generic and strategic HR competences

Figure 3. Administrative, developmental and strategic HR competencies

research (Wright et al. 2012) indicated that
chief human resource oﬃcers (CHROs) consider this dearth the biggest reason for not
meeting their CEO’s objectives (Cohen 2015).
On the other hand, the competence approach
leads to overwhelming demands to practice
eﬀective employee and labour relations, compensation and benefits, training and development, workforce planning and employment,
personnel wellbeing, management development, risk management and strategic management, as well as possessing knowledge of
HR technology and all of the other foundational elements crucial for success in HR. Even
more demands can be set; an HR professional
must also be eﬀective in ethical practice, communication, consultation, critical evaluation,
global and cultural sensitivity, relationship
management, organizational leadership and
navigation and, finally, business acumen
(Cohen 2015). We are not able to perceive the
strategic success of HR through all of these

competence desires, and so have chosen Figure 3 as our starting point.
To conclude our discussion on HR roles,
we identify three main types of role: an administrative role focused on HR practices
delivery, especially in the employee relations
and HR production tasks (1.1 in Figure 3); a
developmental role focused on HRD, wellbeing and management and leadership development tasks (1.2 in Figure 3); and a strategic
role focused on identifying the strategic HR
issues among all HR responsibilities, which
benefits in particular from knowledge of and
competence in change management, and involves the generic business competencies (2
in Figure 3). In addition to those three main
roles, we identify self-belief and social factor
competency clusters, which have been recognized as the most important predictors of job
success (Lo et al. 2015). After having drafted
our big picture, we must move to ‘test’ our
ideas in practice.
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’Group-level’
management

..

’Group-level’
HR

Other regional
HRs

Regional
management
(mgt team)

..

.

Business areas

Regional HR
Other
specialists
Middle mgt
and foremen

Employees

Shop
stewards

Figure 4. The research group organization

4. The research group and
material
The research is a qualitative case study. A qualitative approach was chosen because we were
trying to gather a view of the delicate issue of
an HR culture, which demands understanding
and interpretation and does not easily lend itself to surveys. The interviews were conducted
with participants from one large group (network of companies) operating in the retail
and service sectors. The network of co-operatives extends throughout the country, and the
whole group has nearly forty thousand employees; the interviews were executed in one
regional co-operative of over two thousand
employees. The research group consisted of
the regional-level management team (six
members, namely the CEO and the directors
of diﬀerent business areas) and four HR practitioners. All HR specialists can be regarded
as generalists as the principle is that they can
serve clients in dealing with all emerging issues; however, every specialist also has his or
her own area of expertise. Human resources
were decentralized when looking from the
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group perspective, but centralized when looking from the regional perspective. Only one of
the HR practitioners was placed and hired by
the local business unit. To describe the potential HR relations, the general-level organization chart is presented in Figure 4.
The main areas of interest are presented
in grey boxes and with connecting arrows.
Regional HR and its strategic relations with
the regional management (team) and the
business areas containing numerous business
units is the main concern; however, the strategic role of the whole group is also reviewed.
Based on the preliminary orientation, it seems
that in our case the group-level strategic impact is mainly built on voluntary co-operation
(with the exception of large system issues),
and so those connections are indicated by
dotted arrows. The dotted arrow between regional HR and employees indicates the rare
direct connection (more commonly through
foremen), while some of the shop stewards
are organized in HR. There are many other
important relations indicated in Figure 4, but
because of the framing of this research, some
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of them are only referred to briefly.
The method used was a semi-structured
interview, and interviews were initiated by
asking broad questions relating to the main
themes stemming from our research aims:
(1) what is the critical competence of your
organization? (2) what is the position and
role of HR and relation between HR and the
top management? and (3) what are the expectations from one another? The answers were
recorded, transcribed and analyzed within
the created framework.

5. Results

5.1 The perceptions of top management
and HR practitioners of the HR competencies and roles related to general HR
competency models
We first examined the strategic role of HR
and the competencies behind it in light of
the latest competence research, and of how
the perceptions of HR practitioners and the
top management relate to that. Looking at
the categories in Table 1, and especially the
six competence categories of Brockbank et al.
(2012), it was easy to identify that the descriptions illustrated a far lower theoretical and
strategic level. Where the competence categories of Brockbank emphasized strategic and
generic competencies, the emerging roles and
competencies from the interviews were ‘HR
delivery of HR practices’ (competencies that
reflect expertise in HR’s own speciality, i.e.
employee relations, appraisal, salaries, staﬀing, etc.; see Ulrich et al. 1995). This is just one
brief example (in the examples, the following
abbreviations will be used for informants:
MT1–6, members of the Management Team;
HR1–4, HR practitioners at the regional level;
note, the HR director is also a member of the
management team, and is included in that
group):
MT 3: […] It is important that they are professionals in that [‘traditional’ HR] area.
Although all of the HR specialists were
regarded as generalists, they had their own
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area of specialization; however, no diﬀerences were identifiable with regard to their
orientation towards general theory-based
competence areas. The most important observation, in our view, was that although nearly
all ‘theorists’ have for years taken up change
management competence (‘change agent’ or
‘change champion’, as mentioned above) as
one of the most important competence areas
for an HR professional, neither HR specialists
themselves nor the top management mentioned it (cf. Brockbank et al. 2012; Ulrich et
al. 1995; Yeung et al. 1996). According to our
dichotomy, ‘administrative competencies’
(‘HR delivery’) were emphasized, but without
closely considering the strategic connections
in either direction (cf. Figure 3).

5.2 A shared vision of the critical competencies of the company
In our second research question, we asked
how the core competencies of the organization are perceived by top management on one
hand and by HR on the other hand. The idea
behind the question is that the more in line
the perceptions of strategic competencies, the
easier it is to unify and form a fruitful partnership. We thought that the way in which
HR practitioners in particular perceived and
defined the strategy (with core competencies
as an essential part of the strategy in our case)
would reveal the chances for forming a real
partnership with management. It is regularly
argued that HR practitioners often fail to
speak the language of the management (see
e.g. Suﬀ 2004), and we wanted to determine
whether there were ‘language problems’ in
our case.
We did not examine the implementation
of the whole or the ‘formal’ strategy, but we
selected this competence view of the strategy
for two reasons. First, the regional HR was involved neither in the group-level strategy nor
in the business area-level strategy implementation as an actor. Second, the applied ‘competence view’ to evaluate strategic uniformity
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suits the discussion at the business-area level,
where the business strategies are applied in
practice and where the strategic meaning of
competencies is obvious.
In the interviews, the business-level ‘competence strategy’ was discussed by asking,
“what do you see as the critical or core competence of the business in your organization?” In
the analysis of the conversations, it was found
that the informants considered the competence issue on quite a general level, which was
a little surprising because competencies perceived at the business level were assumed to
be one of the most important critical success
factors. Here are two examples:
MT1: [critical competencies of your business?] […] as we are in the retail business,
it is the experience of the customer and knowing the customer […] understanding the
shopping behaviour. […] On the other hand,
to understand the competitor […] keeping
our eyes open.
MT3: […] managing the logistics so that there
will not be too much spoilage […] [competencies] in general customer service and selling.
Unsurprisingly, all management team
members emphasized competencies in customer service, but oﬀered no more detailed
analysis of what in the customer service would
diﬀerentiate their business from one of their
competitors. In addition, HR practitioners emphasized self-evidently the customer service
competencies. One of the HR informants took
up the principle that the means to achieve
the business goals should be acceptable. This
implies the ‘restrictive or limiting role of HR’,
which was referred to by the business side and
to which we shall return later.
No one in the management team took
up the development of competence management, whereas it was mentioned by the HR
practitioners:
HR1: […] We have considered it in these latest competence models. [At the group level]
we speak about ‘competitive advantage capabilities’. It is just the same as this ‘critical
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or core competencies’ or whatever. […] We
have considered if the competencies should be
defined at the group level [or at the business
level] or should HR have its own. […] I think
that the group should have some competencies defined and [at the business level] they
should have their own which are derived from
the group-level competencies.
HR3: […] some years ago, we started speaking about competence management […] then
our management team worked on ‘competitive advantage capabilities’ together with
[the centralized training unit]. We started to
recognize [the capabilities] but can’t remember what they would be […]
This observation may imply that the business managers are more oriented towards
their own businesses, whereas HR is employed
more widely to develop generic regional or
even group-level competencies. As HR seems
to be a ‘problem solver’ at the regional level
(‘an administrational role’, as confirmed by
the interviews later), the ‘developmental HR
role’ is not expected by top management.
To conclude, the perceptions of the competence strategy are very general, and as such,
nothing implies any possible confrontation
or ‘language problems’ between the top management and local HR. However, the way competencies are discussed by the managers does
not challenge HR to create and implement
activities in competence development at the
business level. As the strategic guidance in
the corporation is weak, and no or infrequent
strategic initiatives and assignments on competence management come from the group
level, the strategic power of HR is not fostered
by any means. Human resources on the other
hand does not analyze or describe the content
of the ‘critical competence’, and does not use
the competence-based tools typically utilized
by ‘developmentally oriented HR’. This indicates that the interest, or at least the attention, of HR is elsewhere (in ‘administrational
HR’ perhaps), although weak signals of such a
wider interest are perceivable.
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5.3 The mutual understanding of HR
competencies and roles within the
organization: The top management
perspective
In the third and the fourth research questions,
we examine how HR itself sees and defines its
actual and desired role, and how the top management sees and defines the actual and desired role of HR. We are especially interested
in how both groups perceive the strategic role
of HR. We are reviewing first the positions of
the top management. Again here, most of the
answers started by self-evidently defining the
role of HR as ‘supportive’ with regard to business:
MT1: [HR role?] […] is similar to [the roles
of] other supporting functions, which means
that it should support the business […] that
it is adding value to business and the experiences of the customers.
More interesting were the answers that
commented on the actual position and roles
of HR:
MT2: […] I myself see as most valuable that
it [HR] solves these juridical problems […] as
a situation emerges where juridical advice is
needed. It is a relief that I don’t have to spend
my time on that.
MT3: […] the starting point for all is that we
are following the collective agreements, and
of course, the most important thing is that
the salary is paid to the account […] that they
[HR] are professionals in that.
MT4: […] it [HR] takes care that the formal
things and things based on law are taken care
of. That all the things that must be handled in
a certain defined form are of HR’s responsibility […] one essential part of those things is
work safety. […] And of course, HR is needed
in problem-solving situations.
MT5: […] I believe that the business perceives
HR as a supporter and as the one who helps in
some diﬃcult situations.
The comments and viewpoints demonstrated that the top management were unanimous in perceiving the actual role of HR as,
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what we termed above, a ‘problem solver’ or
‘administrational HR’. This role requires knowledge of the labour code, legislation and collective agreements, and the ability to provide instructions and rules for dealing with associated
problems that arise. It demands professional
skills in terms of identifying the content issues,
but also negotiation and interactions skills.
It also involves a reactive mode and customer-service orientation in assisting in solving
problems that emerge. The professional HR
skills implemented in addressing these issues
were much appreciated by the regional top
management. However, this role can also be
ambivalent in the sense that it restricts and sets
limits for business-based operations:
MT3: […] HR should be more business oriented so that they would not only hamper the
business […] we have a meticulous HR at the
moment, so it every now and then sets restrictions to our creativity.
This role-based tension between being
‘business supportive’ and being ‘restrictive’
(delivering normative HR practices) is one
example of the tensions that HR is inevitable
involved in given its specialist function (cf.
Sheehan et al. 2014b). Balancing business-oriented roles and ‘traditional’ HR roles may
raise dilemmas that must be reconciliated (cf.
the Dilemma Theory of Hampden-Turner &
Trompenaars 2000).
One of the business unit managers [MT2]
has had one HR practitioner serving [his/her]
own business for a year now, and the manager
is happy with the decision:
MT2: […] you are out of the map very easily
when you go to [locally centralized HR] about
what the truth is […] when [the HR people]
sit here within ten metres […] and all HR
things go through me and [their own HR
people] […] I don’t believe in the centralized
model of HR […] I think that there are too
many people in [the locally centralized HR].
[…] You should be able to see things from the
people’s perspective and it is easier when you
are tied up in this business.
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Although emphasizing the advantages
of literally sitting closer, the comments of
MT2 reflect an administrational and ‘problem-solver’ role for HR in this case. Thus, being organized as a part of the business and
sitting within ten metres of the ‘strategic core
of the business’ does not necessarily mean the
HR role is more ‘developmental’ or strategic.
Referring to the statement of the business
manager, the role of centralized HR – even
regionally centralized – can be experienced as
remote and loose, as the core of the business
strategies exists in diﬀerent businesses, not at
the centralized level. However, in many large
corporations, strategic development projects
(like the group-level concept ‘competitive
advantage capabilities’) are initiated at the
group level and implemented with the help
of regional HR. This provides some form of
developmental and strategic role for regional
HR. In our research case, the strategic guidance was more voluntary and co-operative in
nature, meaning the strategic role of the regional HR was not built up and supported by
centralized strategic projects.

5.4 The mutual understanding of HR
competencies and roles: The regional
HR perspective
Next, we analyzed the regional HR’s views on
its own competencies, its actual duties and its
desire to take a strategic position. Overall, HR
practitioners’ views on their actual duties and
role seem to match closely those of the top
management. The HR specialists seem very
confident in their own professional skills in
terms of ‘administrational knowledge’ and
expertise. The strategic role of HR is largely
understood by the regional HR director
(MT5), who is a member of the regional management team. MT5’s role is to mediate the
strategic impulses from the regional management to the regional HR, and vice versa. The
HR practitioners seem generally happy with
this arrangement, although there is a strong
desire to have more strategic power:
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HR1: […] we should always have representation in the regional management teams […]
things usually come too late to us […] we
should already be involved in planning, and
not only in implementation. […] the company
should exploit our know-how in these issues
[also in strategic meaning]
HR2: […] by the means of one hundred foremen, we are contributing to the employee
brand to achieve what is promised in the
strategy.
HR3: […] we don’t have a strategic position
[…] we are always coming too late to new
things […] we are very seldom in front of the
line in getting things through […] our value is
not seen in the company at the moment […]
we are missing the partnership with the management […]
Despite experiencing being valued with
regard to professional competencies in ‘administrational know-how’, the respondents
expressed a strong desire for a more powerful strategic position in which they would be
involved in planning phases and have membership of the regional management team. A
formal position in the management team is
one desire (and this would also have symbolic
value); however, informal ad hoc strategic
discussions between HR practitioners and
the management have also been emphasized
previously (Sheehan 2014a). In our case, the
desire for these informal discussions was not
clearly expressed by either of the groups.
Human resources practitioners seem to
have become competent in both the administrational and developmental HR that form
part of everyday HR business. However, they
were also confident in their ability to take a
more strategic and business-minded view on
HR issues, and expressed their willingness to
be involved in business:
HR3: […] we are seen as confrontational and
as a threat to business, even though we would
like to fully operate in the same frontline;
people think that HR does not understand
anything about business. Of course we under-
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stand business. We have all come here from
managerial positions and we have all been in
business. That’s not the question […]
The valuation is hard to determine. For
example, HR managers rated their own ability
significantly higher than the non-HR managers rated them in strategic management and
business knowledge (Payne 2010). So it appears working in a ‘non-business’ job makes
it extremely diﬃcult to have creditability in
business competence; it seems that people
are stuck in their previous roles and that it is
diﬃcult for others to imagine them taking on
new responsibilities. However, one should be
able to break through the barriers and prejudices through their own behaviour, as one HR
practitioner states:
HR3: […] what we could start with is interaction with the management. We should simply
go and ask what they want. As we are not doing it right now, you [non-HR people] are only
guessing what [HR] is messing around with
[…] they [HR] are only an expense for us […]
Of course, it is far easier to know what the
senior manager wants if you sit close to him/
her, as in this case:
HR4: […] as I work in direct service of [the
business area director] it is completely seamless and decision-making is quick; so it’s very
close […] and I am able to spar with him […]
The six HR roles outlined above (Brockbank et al. 2012), and which we chose as
criteria for our evaluation, emphasized the
eﬀect of personal features, such as ‘credible
activists’ who are capable of building personal trust and ‘positive chemistry’ with key
stakeholders. Furthermore, actively and professionally taking care of the ‘administrative
HR duties’ can create personal trust, as was
the case in our research – the professionality
of HR was acknowledged in this respect. However, absorbing an entirely new strategic role
is diﬃcult in the prevailing culture where it
is not expected, where there are customary
ways and routines for conducting HR tasks
and where HR people are fully occupied by
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everyday tasks. All of the HR practitioners said
they had a business background, which would
mean they could successfully adopt the business orientation and develop if they had the
opportunity.

5.5 Strategic HR roles in centralized and
decentralized structures
Figure 2 introduced our framework for a more
detailed discussion of the strategic roles of
HR. In Figure 5, we present a general description of the HR roles in a large corporation. The
description is based on experiences in similar
contexts, and it forms a kind of generic model
that serves as a basis for examining our case
organization. The primary roles are presented
in the grey boxes, while the primary role of decentralized HR is indicated by a thicker frame
line (bottom right). Using arrows, we indicate
the prevailing strategic relations between the
HR roles in our case organization. The size
and width of the lines indicate the potential
of the strategic connection; the dotted line
signifies the co-operative nature of the relations, which means loose economic control.
In a more ordinary situation there would be
a tighter economic control system where the
strategic position of regional HR is formed
both by being part of the group-level strategy
process and by earning a strategic position by
being involved in the implementation of business-level strategies.
In our research case, all of the relations
between diﬀerent HR roles are co-operational
(dotted arrows). This is due to the ‘upside
down-turned concern structure’. Now centralized HR produces strategic services for the
group, but ‘buying’ them is voluntary for the
decentralized HR (HR role11 – HR role21). In
an organization with strong centralized economic control, the connection between the
HR roles11–12 would be stronger, forming an
implementation chain where both HR levels
would also be involved. The role of the centralized HR in producing strategic services for
the businesses and their direct contacts were
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Figure 5. Generally defined roles for group- and regional-level HR, and connections in the case organization

diminutive; however, there might be some
contacts through or together with the decentralized HR in HR role12. In another situation
with the strong involvement of centralized
HR in role12, problems might emerge without
good coordination of centralized and decentralized services. Here, the decentralized HR
acts autonomously in its actual role22, without interference from the group-level HR.
Referring to what was said before, the
guiding strategic role of the group in our case
organization is mainly based on voluntary
co-operation (with the exception of wide
system projects and some other ‘vital issues’).
Group-level projects related to strategically
important issues and strategic HR contents
are produced, but they are internally marketed by the centralized organization and
purchased by the business organizations. This
means the strategic role of regional HR lacks
the support and power of group-level strategy
(e.g. the formal strategy process). In many
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corporations, the regional HR contributes to
implementing the group strategy and at the
same time absorbs strategic power. In our
case, the regional HR is more independent in
gaining strategic power through its own performance.
Overall, the conclusion is that in our case
the ‘role22’ is most vital for regional HR in
gaining strategic power, and it is supported
only by ‘voluntary’ co-operation with the
group HR and ‘colleague HRs’ in other regions
(see Figure 4, the research organization).

6. Conclusions and discussion
The mainstream research on HR competencies has focused on identifying generic HR
competencies using a universalist approach
(Lo et al. 2015), and this trend has attracted
many followers. However, another trend that
builds more on social phenomenology has
also emerged. This ‘school’, which could be
called ‘situationalists’, views competencies as
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a function of the context in which they are
activated. Instead of generic competencies,
situationalists focus on context-specific HR
competencies, arguing that the importance
and relevance of some competencies will vary
in diﬀerent contexts and situations (Lo et al.
2015; see Capaldo et al. 2006; Le Deist & Winterton 2005). In this research, we employed
the generic competence perspective, but examined the challenge of ‘being seen as strategic’ from the contextual and organizational
culture point of view; in other words, what
the practical chances for realising the competency potential of HR are. This led us to apply one of the latest generic HR competence
models (Brockbank et al. 2012) as a baseline;
however, competence evaluations were not
based on eﬀorts to measure the competencies exactly and ‘objectively’, but rather on
the subjective perceptions and views of the
informants. We see this choice as relevant
because it is the competence image alone
that directs the performance in practice as
well. This basic orientation led us to consider
why generic HR competence models so often
fail in improving performance (cf. Caldwell
2008), and if there are reasons other than
competencies that impede the development
of HR performance.
Based on our interviews, conducted with
informants from a large group (network of
companies) operating in the retail and service sectors, the following conclusions can be
drawn.
First, in large corporations the strategic
role of decentralized HR is often strengthened by being involved in the formal strategic
process, which is assisted by the group-level
HR. This demands forming an implementation chain where both HRs (group level and
decentralized) are involved, and where the
decentralized HR gains power with regard
to the regional management. As this was not
the case in our research organization, gaining strategic power and position was more
dependent on HR’s own performance. We
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hypothesize that this is a more general perception as well.
Second, the management did not expect
HR to take a strategic role, and perceived a
lack of business orientation in HR. The top
management expected a good performance
in the traditional administrative HR services,
and there seemed to be a strong and established management culture in this respect.
On the other hand, third, HR was performing excellently in their traditional and
administrative responsibilities, but this did
not guarantee them a strategic position. Vice
versa, it can be argued that performing well
in administrative HR may strengthen the administrative position and hamper the development of more strategic and developmental
roles. Administrative HR roles are crucial for
success in everyday business in terms of eliminating work-life disturbances, and management is not willing to take any risks in this
respect.
Fourth, scarce HR resources and the workload involved in everyday HR tasks do not
leave room for the more developmental and
strategic HR roles that cannot be developed
overnight. Consequently, during economically challenging times, there is a general
trend to concentrate on the ‘essential’, which
is also true in HR, and this means typically an
administrative focus.
Fifth, the HR practitioners’ actual competencies and the potential to develop strategic
and developmental competencies, together
with the HR practitioners’ own desire to have
more strategic power, do not guarantee a
strategic position. The prevailing established
management culture and everyday challenges discussed above will eﬀectively block
the movement to new HR roles. However,
strong personal roles such as ‘credible activists’, who are capable of building personal
trust and ‘positive chemistry’ with key stakeholders, and who are clear and confident in
their communication and can clearly see the
importance of HR in driving business results,
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may help in breaking the cultural barriers (see
Brockbank et al. 2012; Ulrich & Brockbank
2003).
Sixth, being a ‘change agent’ (e.g. Ulrich
1996) is one of the most essential roles for
contemporary HR, and it is discussed in most
of the HR competence models. However, in
our case organization, it was not referred to
or perceived by either the management or the
HR. We hypothesize that recognizing the importance of this role and developing competencies for it would also add to HR’s strategic
power.
To summarize, it seems that the order favoured in the generic HR competence models
is ‘strategic competencies’ – ‘developmental
competencies’ – ‘administrative competencies’, whereas in practice the order is the
opposite. The old management culture that
has diﬃculty visualizing people in new roles,
established ways of acting and everyday administrative challenges, together with scarce
HR resources and tight schedules, eﬀectively
hinder the development of strategic HR competencies. Therefore, referring to the main
question in the headline of this article, we
argue that forming a strategic role for HR is
strongly culturally bounded – it is not only a
competence issue. The cultural and practical
factors might not even give HR specialists
a chance to demonstrate and develop their
strategic capabilities, and the culture and the
barriers are so daunting that it would take an
exceptional person to break through. Having
said that, we concede that our conclusions
were drawn while not working with and test-

ing ‘real competencies’. A more precise examination of how the ‘strategic competencies’
actually appear in practice, and an evaluation
of the actual skills of HR in this respect and
their impact on the strategic positioning of
HR, would demand further research.
These conclusions were reached based
on data gathered from one large corporation only, but they are in line with the researchers’ experiences of working in many
sizeable organizations. The conclusions and
observations were also tested in a replay interview with the HR director, and they were
found to be valid from a practical observations perspective. One remarkable diﬀerence
compared to our previous experiences was
the nature of strategic guidance; in our case
organization, the strategic guidance operates
mainly on a co-operative basis (at least seen
from the HR perspective), whereas in many
other large corporations the strategic bond is
clearly stronger. This is also assumed to aﬀect
the strategic position of decentralized HR.
As a deflection from the mainstream research on HR competencies, we took up the
significance of contextual factors in building
a strategic position for and the value of HR.
The considered perspective emerged from a
practical need to look behind the numerous
HR competence models. As we based our
research on limited data, more research in
diﬀerent contexts is required to confirm the
significance of contextual and cultural factors
in forming a strategic position for HR.
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1. Introduction
In many government and local government
entities, unspent budgets do not carry forward from one year to the next. This “use it or
lose it” feature gives an incentive for the budgetary units to exhaust their budgets at the end
of the fiscal year. Using comprehensive data
on ten million purchases over a period of four
years, this paper analyzes the timing of spending in 19 municipalities in Finland. The results
can be summarized as follows.
December accounts for 13.0% of recorded
purchase volume. Apart from that, there is a
notable volume peak at the end of December:
3.9% of annual purchase volume is recorded
on the last day of the year. The December volume share is by far the highest for investments
(22.4%), followed by materials and consumables (15.0%) and services (12.3%). December
figures importantly in the spending of all administrative functions, including the central
administration which is supposed to monitor
the other functions. Matching budget data
with purchase data, I provide direct evidence
that the recorded December spending share is
positively associated with the unused budget
at the beginning of December. Moreover, it is
negatively associated with recorded spending in January and February. The latter result
appears to be at least partly driven by the fact
that many purchases billed in January and
February are recorded as expenses already in
the previous December.
I am not the first to study year-end spending. Zimmermann (1976), Hurley, Brimberg,
and Fisher (2014), and Baumann (2015) find
a peak in spending at the end of the year in
the U.S., Canada, and UK. Balakrishnan et al.
(2007) document that high spending volume
at the end of a fiscal year is associated with low
spending volume early next year. Liebman
and Mahoney (2013) show that information
technology investments made at the end of
the fiscal year tend to be of much lower quality than those made earlier in the year.
My paper contributes to this literature
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in two ways. First, I am to my knowledge the
first to provide direct evidence that year-end
spending share is positively associated with
unused budget. Second, I study spending
decisions at the local government level, as opposed to spending by federal agencies or by
the central government.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next
section describes the data. Section 3 presents
the empirical results. Section 4 discusses the
economic significance of the results.

2. Data
The data set includes two main components:
bill data and budget data. I describe these
components below.
Bill data. By the end of year 2016, 21 Finnish municipalities had posted their bills on
the internet, typically from years 2012–15. This
open access data, which includes comprehensive information on external bills (with the
exception of bills from some self-employed
persons, left out for privacy reasons), forms
the core of the data set. Five municipalities
(Joensuu, Jyväskylä, Kotka, Lieto, and Pyhtää)
supplied at my request more detailed information on the bills than is available in the
public domain. Two municipalities (Kauniainen and Puumala) leave out some key data
items, so I exclude them from the data set.
This leaves me with a final sample of 19 municipalities.
The bill data includes information on the
following items: municipality, organizational
unit conducting the purchase (generally
the cost center: there are altogether almost
15,000 diﬀerent cost centers in the data),
value in euros, account, account group, the
day the purchase is recorded in the municipality accounts, i.e. the record date, and
the supplier. For Kirkkonummi, cost center
data is not available. For Helsinki, the data
is readily aggregated to the cost center – account – month – supplier level. In addition,
Sotkamo reports the record date for each bill
at the monthly level. All municipalities follow
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similar account hierarchies, which allow me
to categorize the bills into six expense types
and 42 detailed expense types. I also use the
cost center data to classify the administration
function each bill belongs to. These classifications are harmonized across municipalities.
Budget data. Three cities—Espoo, Tampere,
and Vantaa—post on the public domain detailed information on their budgets that can
be matched with the bill data. This budget
data, disaggregated to the cost unit and account level, often reports data on actuals.
When the actuals diﬀer less than 1% from the
actuals for the corresponding unit and account in the bill data, I consider the two data
items to be matched. (They do not necessarily
match because the actuals in the budget data
include internal bills). For the matched cases I
draw inferences from the budgeted data and
the actuals in the bill data.

3. Results
Table 1 Panel A reports on the composition
of the municipality sample. The raw data includes 10.26 million bill observations with a
total value of 28.6 billion euros. I discard about
308,000 bills (3.0% of the number of bills)
that are not external bills at least in the usual
sense of the word. These observations relate,
among others, to receipts of income, salaries
of municipality’s own employees, and service
of debt. The combined value of these bills is
slightly negative, –0.05 billion million euros.
Moreover, I exclude about 9000 bills (0.1%
of the number of bills) which do not include
information on their amount or in which the
amount is zero. This leaves me with a sample
of 9.94 million observations. The combined
value of the bills in the sample is 28.7 billion
euros. About 2% of all purchase observations
are rebate bills with a negative value.
Table 1 reports descriptive statistics on the
sample by municipality. The sample is geared
towards large municipalities: it includes the
five largest and five of the ten next-largest
Finnish cities. Combined, the sample mu-
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nicipalities accounted for 40% of the Finnish
population at the beginning of 2015. There are
altogether 60 municipality-year observations
in the data. The number of bill observations
varies largely with the length of the time series and the size of the municipality. An exception to this is Helsinki for which the bill data
was readily aggregated to the monthly level.
Excluding Helsinki, the average purchase size
is 2130 euros and the median is 104 euros.
Table 2 and Figure 1 report the monthly
distribution of recorded purchase volume
by expense type. The purchases tend to be
clustered at the end of the year: December
accounts for 13.0% of annual purchase volume. Apart from the general tendency for the
purchases to cluster in the last month of the
year, there is also a noticeable peak on the last
day of the year: December 31 alone accounts
for 3.9% of annual recorded purchase volume.
This is in remarkable contrast to the six days
before that, i.e. December 25–30, which combined account for 0.7% of the annual purchase volume. This suggests that the last-week
peak in purchases documented by Liebman
and Mahoney (2013) may largely be due to a
last-day peak in purchases. The recorded December 31 share also is much larger than the
recorded last-day share for the other months,
on average 0.5%. There is also a smaller peak in
recorded purchase volume in June, i.e. just before the prime holiday month of July (which
tends to be slower than usual). The beginning
of the year has unusually slow purchase volume, with January and February accounting
for 6.4% and 7.0% of the recorded purchase
volume respectively.
There are cross-sectional diﬀerences between expense types by record month. Investments have by far the largest seasonality, with
December (January) accounting for 22.4%
(2.6%) of recorded purchase volume. Materials
and consumables have the second-largest seasonality: December accounts for 15.0% of the
purchase volume and January 6.2%. Services,
which is by far the largest expense category,
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comes third with a 12.3% December share.
Rental and leasing costs is the only expense type
for which the year-end seasonality patterns
are less remarkable, perhaps because the bill
schedules are agreed upon well in advance.
Municipality accounting rests on the
accrual principle: accounting transactions
should be recorded in the period in which
they actually occur, rather than the period in
which the cash flows related to them occur.
The year the bills are recorded follows from
this principle. However, the principle applies
less well to the monthly level: the bills may be
recorded at diﬀerent speeds at diﬀerent times
of the year depending on the expediency of
the recording. To gain insight into this expediency, I use more detailed date data than is
available for the main sample. Seven municipalities—Joensuu, Kotka, Kuopio, Lieto, Oulu,
Pyhtää, and Sastamala—complement the
record date data (which is the relevant date
from the point of view of budgeting) with
data on the billing date. Joensuu, Kuopio, and
Oulu also report the payment date, and Joensuu and Oulu additionally the due date. For
Oulu this additional information is available
only from year 2015.
Figure 2 compares purchase volume by
bill record and billing month for the seven
municipalities from which I have both billing
and record data. Billed volume has a less pronounced December seasonality than recorded
volume. Moreover, unlike recorded volume,
billing volume has no discernible seasonality
at the beginning of the year. There is also no
evidence of seasonality in billing during the
summer months.
Table 3 reports these results more formally. In January, 6.0% of bills are recorded
and 8.2% billed. The billing share is close to
8.5%, the share of a 31-day month of the number of calendar days in a year. The December
billing share, 10.4%, is less remarkable than
the December recorded share, 12.8%, which is
close to the full sample December recorded
share of 13.0%.
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Table 4 reports the speed at which bills
are recorded by month. As reported in the
second column, the volume-weighted average
diﬀerence between the billing date and the record date is 7.0 calendar days. This diﬀerence
is at its smallest in December, 3.9 days. The
December result can be largely attributed to
the speedy recording of bills on the last day
of the year: the bills are recorded on average
2.4 days before the billing date. For the median bill, the lag is zero days. These results are
in marked contrast with the six days before
the last day, December 25–30, for which the
average diﬀerence equals the yearly average
diﬀerence, 7.0 days. These results are consistent with the idea that bills are recorded faster,
not slower, in the month of December than in
other months. Thus, they go against the idea
that the high year-end volume in the recording of bills would simply be an outcome of a
preference to clear a backlog of accumulated
bills before the turn of the year. Figure 3 shows
this result visually.
Column 3 (column 4) of Table 4 reports the
volume-weighted average diﬀerence between
the due date (payment date) and the record
date. Bills are recorded on average 5.8 (12.1)
days before the due date (payment date). In
December, however, bills are recorded earlier than in any other month relative to these
benchmarks: the record date is 9.4 days before
the due date and 17.7 days before the payment
date. For bills recorded on the last day of December, the diﬀerences relative to record date
are even larger: 21.8 and 24.2 days. These results support the earlier conclusion that bills
are more likely to be recorded quickly in December than in the other months.
Is the peak in year-end spending driven
by unused budgets? The analyses in Liebman
and Mahoney (2013) and others implicitly assume this, but there is no direct evidence that
this indeed is the case. I oﬀer insight into this
matter by merging budget data with bill data.
The budget data is from three cities at the city
– cost center – account – year level. Although
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budgets generally do not bind at this fine of
a level, they can be expected to matter if the
sums are large enough to aﬀect the budget of
the organizational unit for which the budget
does bind.¹ Therefore, I focus on observations
with budgets of at least 10 million euros. I
hypothesize that the unused share of budget
in a budget category at the beginning of December is positively associated with actual
spending share in the same budget category
in December.
Figure 4 presents evidence that is consistent with this hypothesis. The unused
budget share is highly significantly positively
correlated (r = 0.77, t-value = 7.05) with the
budgetary unit’s actual spending share: a
one percentage increase in the recorded unused budget share is associated with a 0.34
percentage point increase in the recorded
December spending share. Although not reported formally, I also study the same relation
as in Figure 3 for units with smaller budgets.
I find a similar though weaker relation (r =
0.20, t-value = 3.68) when the budget ranges
from EUR 1 to 10 million. Here, a one percentage point increase in the unused budget share
is associated with a 0.069 percentage point
increase in the recorded December spending
share.
Does the year-end spending behavior
apply to all parts of the municipality organization? Table 5 addresses this question by reporting the December purchase share by administrative function and expense type. Here,
it is particularly interesting to study whether
the central administration—which monitors
the other functions—is subject to the same
year-end spending behavior as the other
functions. My results suggest this indeed is
the case. Although the central administration
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has the lowest aggregate recorded December
purchase share, 11.2%, it has by far the highest
Materials & consumables purchase share in
December, 32.5%. Moreover, 26.7% of its Investments are recorded in December. Culture,
youth & sports and Education are the administrative functions with the largest December
spending shares, 16.4% and 15.9% respectively.
Table 6 reports on the timing of the purchases by detailed expense type. Column 3
sorts the 42 detailed expense types based on
their December purchase share. This share is at
least 20% for ten expense types, of which seven
belong to the Investments category. Column 4
reports the combined share of January and
February purchases. As shown by Figure 5, and
consistent with Balakrishnan et al. (2007), the
December share has an inverse relation with
the combined January and February share (r
= –0.37, t-value = –2.58; without one outlier, r
= –0.41 and t-value = –2.91). Here, I scale the
January and February purchases with the sum
of the purchases from January to November.
I exclude December from the denominator to
avoid the December share and the combined
January and February share to be mechanically related to one another. Column 5 reports
the aggregated purchase volume for each detailed expense type. By far the biggest detailed
expense type is Customer services (12.55 BEUR),
followed by Building maintenance (3.35 BEUR)
and Oﬃce, bank, and professional services (1.80
BEUR).
Table 7 column 2 reports the December
share of recorded purchase volume by municipality. The volume is by far the largest
in Jyväskylä, where it is on average 18.0% and
in every sample year at least 16.7%, followed
by Oulu (14.5%), Joensuu (14.3%), and Vantaa
(14.0%). The municipalities with the smallest

¹ Unfortunately, I cannot test this directly. The budget data and the bill data generally do not match at the level

where the budget binds because the bill data excludes internal purchases. Internal purchases are important for
many accounts.
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fractions are Paimio (7.5%), Lappeenranta
(9.5%), and Sotkamo (9.5%). Given that the results in Figure 5 suggest that a large December
share may be at least partly compensated by
a lower share in January and February, I also
report the combined January, February, and
December share in column 3. This combined
share displays less variation than the December share, ranging from Nokia (24.5%) to Kirkkonummi (29.1%).

4. Economic significance
How much extra do municipalities spend
at the end of the year? To be able to answer
this question, I first compare the December
purchase share to how much municipalities
would purchase in December were it not the
last month of the fiscal year. This includes taking a stand both on how large the December
purchase share actually is, and what constitutes “normal” December purchase share.
There are two candidates for the actual
December volume share estimate: recorded
volume (13.0%) and billing volume (10.4%).
Recorded volume has the benefit of belonging
to the correct year because of the accrual principle. Even if the late- and early-year purchase
volumes may not be fully comparable (as Table 3 and Figure 2 suggest), late-year purchase
volumes are likely to be more comparable
with one another. In my sample, recorded December volume diﬀers from recorded November (October) volume by 4.5% (4.3%). Billing
volume has the benefit of not being subject
to time variation in the urge (or lack of it) to
record the bills. Indeed, Table 3 and Figure 2
show that billing volume shows much less
monthly variation than recorded volume.
There are also two candidates for the normal December volume share estimate, one

based on the number of business days (7.2%)
and another based on the number of calendar days (8.5%).3 Both candidates have their
merits. The use of business days can be justified by the fact that business (including the
recording of bills) is usually only conducted
on business days. On the other hand, the use
of calendar days can be justified by the fact
that many bills, in particular ongoing service
bills, relate to the number of calendar days the
service covers.
The combined external purchase volume
in my sample is 7.6 billion euros per year.
Given that the sample municipalities account
for about 40% of the Finnish population, the
combined external purchase volume of all
Finnish municipalities is of the order of 19 billion euros per year.
A conservative estimate of excess spending share in December would be the diﬀerence between the billing volume share and
the number of calendar days share, 10.4%
– 8.5% = 1.9%. A generous estimate of excess
spending share would be the diﬀerence between the recorded volume share and the
number of business days share, 13.0% – 7.2% =
5.8%. Multiplying these diﬀerences with total
spending volume suggests that Finnish municipalities’ excess external spending volume
in December ranges from 360 million euros to
1.1 billion euros per year.
The magnitude of the welfare loss caused
by excess spending is hard to gauge. Part of
the excess spending is used for expenses the
budgetary units would incur anyway, but only
later, causing little welfare loss. The fraction of
this kind of spending is unknown. At the same
time, part of the excess spending is likely to be
of subpar quality, causing potentially a significant welfare loss. Although the quality of

² I exclude from business days the First of May Eve, Midsummer Day Eve, Christmas Eve, and New Year Day Eve,

which are not oﬃcial holidays but in Finland often considered as such.
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the year-end spending is unobservable in the
data, one can get an idea of the eﬀect of timing on the quality of spending from Liebman
and Mahoney (2013). They find that information technology spending in the last week of
the fiscal year is 5.7 times more likely to have
an overall rating in the bottom two quality
categories compared to spending during the
rest of the year. When generalizing this result
to Finland, one must bear in mind that the
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sensitivity of the quality of spending to being
rushed may vary across expense types. This is
a particularly important consideration in my
sample, where over 80% of the spending is
on services. There is a much smaller year-end
peak in service spending than in information
technology spending, which suggests that
the average quality of year-end spending is
probably higher than the quality of year-end
information technology spending.
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Table 1
Sample characteristics by municipality
This table reports information on the size of the sample municipalities along with the number and volume of their
purchases and the number of years from which the purchase data is available. Helsinki has fewer purchases than
what the purchase volume would suggest because the raw data is aggregated to the cost center – account –
month – supplier level. The number of inhabitants is the average number from the sample years. Municipality size
rank is from the beginning of 2015.

Municipality
Espoo

Size rank
2

# inhabitants
261,060

Years
4

# observations
2,271,987

Volume, BEUR
3.51

Helsinki

1

612,286

4

505,577

8.58

Vantaa

4

208,254

4

905,232

2.92

Hämeenlinna

14

67,845

3

370,212

0.79

Joensuu

12

74,579

4

544,592

1.09

Jyväskylä

7

134,659

4

779,106

1.45

Jämsä

50

21,965

3

162,697

0.25

Kirkkonummi

28

38,247

2

88,435

0.25

Kotka

19

54,684

4

347,367

0.81

8

106,886

4

706,020

1.46

Lappeenranta

Kuopio

13

72,701

3

276,502

0.94

Lieto

59

18,175

3

127,722

0.18

Nokia

33

32,887

2

110,535

0.17

Oulu

5

188,038

4

1,081,676

2.58

Paimio

95

10,600

2

38,369

0.07

Pyhtää

173

5,365

4

41,766

0.09

Sastamala

42

25,296

1

17,822

0.06

Sotkamo

97

10,561

1

61,992

0.08

Tampere

3

220,254

4

1,501,196

3.38

60

9,938,805

28.66

Totals

2,164,339
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Table 2
Distribution of purchase volume by record month and expense type
This table reports the monthly distribution of purchase volume by expense type. The last column reports the
monthly distribution of the number of purchases. The third-last (second-last) line reports purchase volume on
the last seven calendar days except for the last calendar day (last calendar day) of the year. The last line reports
the fraction each expense type accounts for the total purchase volume. The expense types correspond to the
most commonly used account groups and they are harmonized across municipalities. Last-week and last-day
statistics exclude purchases from Helsinki and Sotkamo for which bill registration data is available only at the
monthly level.
SHARE OF PURCHASE VOLUME BY EXPENSE TYPE
MATERIALS
& CONSU-

RENTAL &
FINANCIAL

LEASING

SHARE OF
#OBS
OTHER
OPERATING

RECORD MONTH

INVESTMENT

SERVICES

MABLES

AID

COSTS

COSTS

TOTALS

TOTALS

1

2.6%

6.5%

6.2%

7.0%

9.0%

15.0%

6.4%

5.7%

2

4.3%

7.1%

7.1%

7.6%

6.8%

7.6%

7.0%

7.0%

3

5.0%

7.9%

8.2%

7.7%

8.6%

4.5%

7.8%

8.5%

4

6.6%

8.3%

9.1%

9.2%

8.6%

10.7%

8.3%

8.3%

5

6.4%

8.0%

9.5%

9.7%

7.6%

7.7%

8.1%

8.6%

6

10.9%

9.3%

8.5%

9.9%

8.9%

9.4%

9.3%

8.5%

7

6.7%

7.2%

5.8%

7.0%

8.3%

3.7%

7.0%

5.7%

8

7.9%

8.0%

6.9%

7.3%

7.4%

5.4%

7.9%

7.5%

9

8.8%

8.0%

7.3%

7.9%

8.1%

6.8%

8.0%

8.8%

10

9.1%

8.8%

7.9%

8.0%

9.5%

8.8%

8.7%

9.4%

11

9.2%

8.5%

8.5%

7.4%

7.6%

8.5%

8.5%

9.1%

12

22.4%

12.3%

15.0%

11.2%

9.7%

11.9%

13.0%

12.8%

Last week –
last day
Last day

1.5%

0.7%

1.0%

0.4%

0.2%

1.0%

0.7%

0.9%

8.4%

3.7%

5.1%

4.0%

1.1%

3.2%

3.9%

4.0%

% of purch. vol.

4.8%

82.0%

8.4%

2.5%

1.9%

0.4%

100.0%

of which in:
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Table 3
Comparison of purchase volume by record and billing month
This table reports the distribution of purchase volume by the record and billing month. The last column reports
the difference between the volume share recorded and billed. The second-last (last) line reports purchase
volume on the last seven calendar days except for the last calendar day (last calendar day) of the year. The
sample consists of the seven municipalities for which data on billing date is available. The calculation in the two
last lines exclude the municipality of Sotkamo, for which record data is available only on the monthly basis.

SHARE OF ANNUAL PURCHASE VOLUME
MONTH

RECORDED

BILLED

DIFFERENCE

1

6.0%

8.2%

–2.2%

2

7.3%

7.9%

–0.5%

3

8.0%

7.8%

0.2%

4

8.1%

8.5%

–0.4%

5

8.4%

8.1%

0.3%

6

9.0%

8.3%

0.7%

7

7.9%

7.9%

–0.1%

8

7.3%

7.6%

–0.3%

9

8.0%

8.0%

0.1%

10

8.5%

8.8%

–0.3%

11

8.5%

8.3%

0.2%

12

12.8%

10.4%

2.5%

Last week – last day

0.8%

0.3%

0.4%

Last day

5.4%

1.8%

3.6%

of which in:
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Table 4
Speed of bill recording by record month
This table reports the monthly distribution of the bill-volume-weighted average number of calendar days between
record date and billing date (column 2), record date and due date (column 3), and record date and payment date
(column 4). A positive (negative) number for a given date type suggests that the date has occurred before (after)
the record date. The analysis excludes about 0.02% of the bills for which the absolute value of the difference
between the dates exceeds 365 calendar days. The last line reports the number of municipalities for which data
on other dates than the record date is available. For the bill date, the last-week and last-day figures are calculated based on six municipalities.

VOLUME-WEIGHTED # OF CALENDAR DAYS BETWEEN RECORD DATE AND
RECORD MONTH

BILLING DATE

DUE DATE

1

9.1

–3.6

PAY
DATE
–9.7

2

6.8

–7.2

–13.3

3

7.7

–6.6

–10.8

4

6.8

–5.7

–9.7

5

9.7

–5.7

–10.0

6

7.1

–4.8

–11.2

7

6.6

–4.6

–11.7

8

7.9

–4.2

–10.8

9

6.7

–3.1

–13.7

10

6.2

–8.3

–13.9

11

8.3

–3.2

–8.1

12

3.9

–9.4

–17.7

Last week – last day

7.0

–14.4

–14.4

Last day

–2.4

–21.8

–24.2

Full year

7.0

–5.8

–12.1

# municipalities with data

7

3

2

of which in:
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Table 4
December purchase volume share by administrative function and expense type
This table reports the December share of aggregate recorded purchase volume by administrative function and expense
type. The last column reports the fraction each administrative function accounts for the total purchase volume. The
expense types correspond to the most commonly used account groups and they are harmonized across municipalities.
Central administration refers to the core administrative processes such as the mayor’s office and municipal council, along
with accounting, finance, law, human relations, and strategic initiatives. Health & social refers to the health and social
services. Education includes early childhood, primary, and secondary school education. Culture, youth, & sports refers to
culture, youth, and sports related activities. Adult education is also included in this function. Technical & zoning includes
technical, building supervision, and zoning functions along with emergency services. This function also includes building
general infrastructure such as roads. Incorp. & misc. units refers to incorporated and miscellaneous units. The definitions
of the administrative functions are harmonized across municipalities.

SHARE OF DECEMBER PURCHASE VOLUME BY EXPENSE TYPE

SHARE OF

MATERIALS

RENTAL &

OTHER

AGGREGATE
PURCHASE

& CONSU-

FINANCIAL

LEASING

OPERATING

FUNCTION

INVESTMENT

SERVICES

MABLES

AID

COSTS

COSTS

TOTALS

VOLUME

Central administration

26.7%

10.7%

32.5%

11.2%

6.1%

9.7%

11.2%

16.0%

Health & social

29.5%

11.7%

11.9%

13.3%

10.0%

10.8%

11.8%

45.1%

Education

31.0%

15.9%

16.3%

9.5%

7.2%

16.8%

15.9%

6.3%

Culture, youth & sports

22.9%

16.0%

16.9%

5.9%

9.6%

21.8%

16.4%

2.4%

Technical & zoning

20.2%

13.6%

16.8%

13.4%

10.3%

10.7%

14.9%

22.2%

Incorp. & misc. units

45.4%

13.4%

12.9%

9.1%

10.5%

14.5%

13.5%

7.9%
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Table 5
Timing of purchases by detailed expense type
This table reports the December share (column 3) and the combined January and February share (column 4) of aggregate
recorded purchase volume by detailed expense type. The detailed expense types are sorted based on the December
volume share. The last column reports the purchase volume. The expense types and detailed expense types correspond to
the most commonly used account groups and subgroups and they are harmonized across municipalities.

DEC /

(JAN + FEB) /

TOTAL VOL.,
MEUR

EXPENSE TYPE

EXPENSE TYPE, DETAILED

FULL
YEAR

(FULL YEAR DEC)

Investment
Investment

Subscribed capital
Other tangible assets

53.9%
42.7%

10.2%
13.9%

Investment

Intangible assets

41.3%

8.2%

6

Materials & consumables

Capitalized mat. & consumables

39.2%

5.4%

30

Investment

Software

36.9%

15.1%

2

Investment

Other cap. long-term expenditure

35.8%

5.8%

Materials & consumables

Machinery & equipment

25.8%

12.7%

Investment

Fixed structures & installations

23.9%

9.5%

30

Investment

Machinery & equipment

21.9%

8.8%

1,073

Services

Education & culture

20.0%

12.1%

205

Materials & consumables

Heating, electricity & water

18.6%

19.4%

647

Materials & consumables

Clothing

18.5%

14.2%

33

Investment

Land & waters

17.8%

15.5%

41

Services

Office, bank & prof. services

17.2%

14.1%

1,804

Investment

Advance payments

17.2%

7.9%

171

Services

Other services

15.5%

12.7%

550

Services

Capitalized services

15.0%

11.0%

551

Services

Lodging & catering

14.4%

12.5%

769

Services

Travel & transporting

13.8%

14.2%

703

Services

Social & health

13.7%

13.2%

699

Services

Building maintenance

13.3%

12.2%

3,350

Services

Printing & ads

13.2%

16.2%

62

Services

Post & telecommunication

13.2%

15.2%

233

Services

Equipment maintenance

12.8%

16.3%

193

Materials & consumables

Other materials

12.6%

15.3%

190

Services

Cleaning

12.3%

13.0%

546

Materials & consumables

Building materials

12.1%

12.4%

259

Other operating costs

Other operating costs

11.9%

25.6%

103

Materials & consumables

Office & school supplies

11.7%

13.2%

87

Materials & consumables

Fuel & lubricants

11.6%

19.3%

60

Financial aid

Financial aid to households

11.4%

15.8%

389

Services

Customer services

11.2%

16.9%

12,553

Financial aid

Financial aid to institutions

11.0%

17.1%

342

Materials & consumables

Groceries

10.6%

17.5%

313

Materials & consumables

Cleaning supplies

10.5%

14.8%

50

Materials & consumables

Medicine & medical supplies

10.1%

12.4%

331

Rental & leasing costs

Rental & leasing costs

9.7%

17.5%

533

Services

Share of other coop. services

8.2%

21.0%

1,252

Services

Share of taxation costs

8.0%

7.3%

0.02

Investment

Buildings

7.9%

6.2%

Materials & consumables

Literature

6.5%

15.6%

136

Services

Insurance

3.0%

65.2%

26

61

47
1

3
272

5
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Table 6
Timing of purchases by municipality
This table reports the December share (column 2) and the combined January, February, and December share (column 3) of aggregate recorded purchase volume by municipality.

ANNUAL RECORDED SHARE
MUNICIPALITY

DEC

JAN+FEB+DEC

Espoo

12.5%

26.1%

Helsinki

12.6%

27.0%

Vantaa

14.0%

27.8%

Hämeenlinna

11.3%

25.7%

Joensuu

14.3%

27.6%

Jyväskylä

18.0%

27.6%

Jämsä

11.8%

27.3%

Kirkkonummi

13.7%

29.1%

Kotka

12.5%

27.0%

Kuopio

12.4%

25.9%

Lappeenranta

9.5%

25.1%

Lieto

10.1%

25.5%

Nokia

11.2%

24.5%

Oulu

14.5%

24.7%

Paimio

7.5%

24.8%

Pyhtää

12.0%

27.0%

Sastamala

12.3%

29.0%

Sotkamo

9.5%

24.8%

Tampere

12.0%

24.7%
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Figure 1
Annual purchase volume share by record month
This figure reports the annual purchase volume share by record month. The figure is based on the data reported
in the second-last column in Table 2.
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Figure 1
Annual purchase volume share by record and billing month
This figure reports the annual purchase volume share by record and billing month. The sample includes bills
from the seven municipalities for which data on billing date is available. The figure is based on the data reported
in the second and third columns of Table 2.
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Figure 3
Weighted average number of days between record date and billing date by record month
This figure reports the bill volume weighted average number of calendar days between the record date and the
billing date by record month. The figure is based on the data reported in the second column in Table 3.
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Figure 4
Unused budget and December purchases
This figure reports the relationship between the unused share of the annual budget at the beginning of December and the December share of annual purchase volume. The budget data is from the cities of Espoo, Tampere,
and Vantaa from 2012–15, and it is reported for each city at the cost center – account level. Observations where
the actual spending reported in the budget data differs more than 1% from the corresponding spending in the
purchase data are excluded from the analysis. In addition, I require the budget to be at least 10 million euros.
One outlier observation for which the unused budget share exceeds 200% is excluded from the figure. The number of observations is 36.
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Figure 5
The relationship between early-year and December purchases,
detailed expense types
This figure reports the relationship between the combined anuary and February share and December share
of annual purchase volume by detailed expense type. One outlier observation (insurance services) is excluded
from the figure. The figure is based on the data reported in the third and fourth columns of Table 5. The number
of observations is 41.
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